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Gritz Rally Huge Success 
(Editor’s note: 7%~ citizen’s People and we are about to lose 

r&y for Presidentiul candidate our Constitution and we are 
CoZon.eZJunes “Bo”Gritzstarfed about to lose our nation. And 
at 3 PM on Sunday afternoon we cry out to God, “why don’t 
August 16 in a beau@1 out- you save us? Why don’t you fii 
door setting on Q local golf it? We didn’t really mean to 
course. Close to a thousand mess it up quite as bad as we 
people attended from far and have done it. How, God, can 
wide. you let the children suffer?” 

This was an astounding God doesn’t let the children 
gathering ofpatriots for a small suffer. We do. We do. 
country town the size of We have a man and his wife 
Tehachapi. CommunderHatonn with us today who answered a 
gave the introductory remarks call to come to this little town 
before Colonel Gritz’ warm and without struggling, without say- 
inspiting talk. We are here re- ing, “I can’t work it into my 
ptinting Commander Hatonn’s schedule.” He said, ‘I’ll be 
infroductiotz Readers can look there. What time shall I touch 
forward to the fit22 text of Cola- down?” And he left another 
nel Gritz’speech in next week’s seminar to come here and I 
LBEmToR, otzce we haue h& think I have to share with you 
time to complete the tmnscrip- some of the things that these 
tion prxxxss from audio tape. beautiful people have gone 
Theetire rally willalso be auail- through and maybe it gives us 
able on audio tape and video better insight as to what in the 
tape soon, Please watch for world has happened to our na- 
announcement next week.) tion. 

8/ 16/92 HATONN 
We thought this was a,typi- 

cal, wonderful, small town 
U.S.A. We started trying to get 

We’ve struggled here and a place to have this Gathering 
we’re the people-We are The and I have to say that part of the 

reason we had trouble is be- 
cause there is a publisher in this 
town who does a paper called 
THE LIBERATOR, THE PHOENLX 
LIBERATOR, and ones even get 
written up in the Bakersfield 
paper-and Kate Taylor is here 
and I don’t want to offend her, 
she did give a little bit of hear- 
ing. It is painful to ones on the 
writing staff to find that out of 
seventeen to twenty thousand 
people living here, the only one 
man on the street she could find 
to interview was Jason Brent, 
who was the ex-Judge of the 
municipal court in Mojave. It is 
also to note that Mr. Brent saw 
fit to say, ‘It is a bigoted paper, 
repulsive paper. Bigoted against 
the Jews.” 

And the publisher of the 
JOURNALS, which bear noth- 
ing but Truth, literally have 
moved out of state, but they 
continue their work. They gave 
everything they had for their 
fellow citizens, for this commu- 
nity, to try and offer you what is 
really going on because you do 
not know. 

You do notknow. How could 
you know. And Jason Brent, 
man on the street who finds the 
work repulsive, is the very one 
who railroaded Dharma and 
Oberli’s property through the 
RTC (ResolutionTrust Corpora- 
tion). 

It’s also interesting to note 
that the Christian community 
sent anonymous messages, to 
these same people, calling them 
“Jews and Bigots” and ‘Watch 
out when you turn on the igni- 
tion in your car. You don’t know 
when it will blow up.” Followed 
by “the Christian community”- 
whoever that might be. Obvi- 
ously it is nobody who attends 

You will find that the whole 
network goes all the way to 
George Bush. There is total 
corruption in your nation, in 
the governments, in the judicial 
system, and, yet, there are few 
who are willing, without reser- 
vation, to give their lives for this 
nation to reclaim that Constitu- 
tion, which by the way is not in 
effect this very day. 

You were provided with a 
New States Constitution quite a 
few decades ago. The govern- 

those churches of God. I don’t ment went methodically about 
think I want to be classified as its way of dividing your nation 
oneofthose”Christians”--“that into what is called The New 
the people who work on this State-ten districts. They will 
paper will not last in this town.” do away with County and State 

The ones working on that lines. You already cannot fly 
paper have had their homes shot out of any airport without your 
at, bullet holes, laser blasts, picture being taken and cre- 
complete and total surveillance dentials being recorded. 
by the “black helicopters”. Please see GRITZ, page18 

‘*THE PHOENLXLIBERATOR Is Not Published By And Has No AfIXation With 
America West Airlines, Inc.” 



THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

Intelligent Defense Against 
IRS Extortion Racket 

S/7/92 #l HATONN 

IRS GAMES OF 
INTIMIDATION 

More and more of you are 
receiving bills from the IRS and 
you need to know that you CAN 
have a respons-ven if you 
are unclear just what is the 
problem. The letter presented 
has been used by one who re- 
ceived as per the following: 

(Please note that this has 
NOTHING TO DO WITH COR- 
PORATIONS.) 

The letter here reprinted was 
sent to the IRS in regards to 
three tax periods totaling 
$146,000.00 in assessed taxes 
including penalties and inter- 
est. Most of you will not have 
such high numbers but even 
the smallest amount is covered 
in the document. As a result of 
the letter I am told that the 
above amount was reduced to 
nothing, “0” (zero). I simply 
ask that it be reprinted for your 
educational purpose only! I am 
not a bureaucrat, politician, law- 
yer, judge or IRS’ agent-so 
please enjoy, put your “fear of 
the imbeciles” into your pocket 
and at least see what you might 
do in your own circumstance. 

I believe you may well be 
under martial law and Execu- 
tive Order Emergency Regula- 
tions before the IRS is settled so 
you must go with that which 
seems appropriate. As I review 
the letter in point-in most in- 
stances it can stand alone. In 
other circumstances, you may 
well need to write letters of de- 
mand that your name and in- 
formation “BE REMOVED” 
from all IRS records as a 
“NONTAXPAYER”. Those in- 
structions are given elsewhere. 
7’0~ must take your own re- 
sponsibility but “it can be done” 
successfully. I can only ask 
that you get the information so 
that you can do it correctly. 

SENT without any other docu- 
mentation and follow-up made 
as appropriate if the %ase’ goes 
further. 

Dharma, please type as a 
“sample” with items inappro- 
priate for personal individual 
letters in italics, underlined. 
This is a letter to be copied 
directly with personal insertions 
as appropriate. That means 
that personal information and 
“RE:” will, for instance, be per- 
sonalized and correct informa- 
tion will need insertion in those 
particular places. I cannot urge 
you strongly enough to ob- 
tain JOURNALS, PRIVACY IN 
AFISHBOWL, SPIRALTO ECO- 
NOMIC DISASTER and YOU 
CAN SLAY THE DRAGON ifyou 
are seeking privacy, anonym- 
ity, recourse with law and gov- 
ernment and private sector bul- 
lies such as the Federal Reserve 
and Internal Revenue Service. I 
only offer that which has been 
utilized effectively and it is most 
important that you ones con- 
tinue to share such helpful in- 
formation with your brethren 
citizens. We are quite willing to 
present a forum but you must 
do the legwork and the sharing. 
As we increase publication of 
the LIBERATOR, we will be able 
to share more of such informa- 
tion. 

Please study the documents 
you intend to use very carefully 
so that you are not %hot-down” 
by your own bullets. Read in- 
structions most carefully and if 
need be-get clarification. For 
instance, with this letter, if you 
need question it further-Cort 
Christie at Corporate Advisors 
Corp., 2533 N. Carson St., Suite 
645, Carson City, Nevada 
89706, l-702-885-9638 (Ne- 
vada) would be able to help. It 
is not his “business” but, being 
proficient with incorporation, he 
will more nearly understand the 
substance than anyone I know. 
It is our workers’ intent to give 

to you to see to it that they can 
survive and continue the ser- 
vice’ for they ask no payment 
except as directly incurred by 
business transactions. This 
means, in simple English: They 
have no real source of income. 
Thank you for being consider- 
ate in all instances. 

Sample letter to QUOTE: 
IRS. Personal information 
needing attention is in italics 
and underlined so that proper 
information can be inserted 
on an individual basis. All 
such information will be on 
your document received 
FROM THE IRS. 

********** 

District Director 

Jaman/ 31, ???? 
Internal Revenue Service 
P.O. Box 1818 
530 Main Street 
Cincinnati, OH 46202 

Certified Mail (mail number 

I 

(VERY IMPORTANT) 

RE: Form dated 
for -J- b- 

(The form SHOULD BE 
NO. 8488, LNPOlN7-] 

Dear Mr. Director: 
I am returning your pre- 

sentmentWITHOUTDISHONOR 
since I have no Federal tax lia- 
bility. Are you a Holder in Due 
Course, UCC 3-30673 You have 
sent me an incomplete in- 
strument’ UCC 3- 115, with 
which you are trying to induce 
me, by fraud UCC 3-305(2)(b) 86 
(c), to accept, for your benefit. 

You have not provided 
any consideration to me and 
have not provided any perfor- 
mance of any nature to which I 
am indebted by an instrument 
that does not bear my signa- 

This letter, however+CAI& RR&,.p~ssib~it&4~p-ture&CC&40 1. 

I have no course of deal- 
ing in business of Duties, Ex- 
ports or Customs of any kind, 
nor do I for ‘internal revenueA, 
see Title 18 USC 3283. For 
definitions see notes in UCC 
3283. 

I am returning your 
unsubstantiated presentment 
under UCC 3-505. . 

1. Please exhibit the 
instrument(s) that contain my 
signature J obligating me to your 
demand J under Agreement UCC 
l-201(3). 

2. Please provide me with 
Proof of your claim that you 
maintain a security interest’ 
UCC l-202(37), in my person/ 
property that makes you a 
Holder, UCC l-20 l(20) J to make 
a presentment. 

3. Please provide evi- 
dence ofyour authority to make 
presentment and what Territo- 
rial Application’ UCC l- 105, 
exists that we have agreed upon J 
that contains my signature. 

4. There are grounds for 
insecurity on my part, therefore 
I demand assurances under 
UCC 2-609 as to your delega- 
tion ofauthority, UCC 2-2 10, to 
operate in a Union State in a 
municipal capacity, and pro- 
vide the Delegation Order that 
comes directly from the Secre- 
tary that applies to NONRESI- 
DENT ALIEN NONTAXPAYER. 

5. Since J I have declared 
and affirmed the status, non- 
resident alien, and not a “per- 
sonA described in 26 USC 7343 J 
please provide me with the copy 
of the source of income and 
from what ‘geographical’ part 
of the statutorily defined 
“United States” it came from, 
to substantiate your claim based 
on an agreement. 

6. What presumption(s) 
are you working with that makes 
you think I, as a NONRESI- 
DENT ALIEN J am effectively con- 
nected with a trade or business 
within the statutorily defined 
United States-t-t 
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presentments, Form 8488, to Tribunal. 
issue. Failure on your part to 

7. Please name all the vacate thepresentmentsofyour Mystery UFO 
Shot Down 

‘WE’s” and supply their em- demand will result in me press- 
ployee ID numbers, who deter- ing criminal charges under 26 
mined that I, a NONRESIDENT, USC 72 14,24 l-242 of Title 18: 
had a tax liability and the copy theft by deception, duress, coer- 
of the return calculated by the cion, fraud by inducement, 8/7/92/ #2 HATONN fighters were approached by a 
Secretary under 26 USC 6020, material misrepresentation, strange flying object the pilots 
and signed by pen and ink UCC malfeasance of office under color QUOTE: could not identify during a sortie 
3-401. of law, and extortion using the THE STAR, South Africa 7/ overaremoteareaoftheCaucasus 

8. Please provide the ne- mail system. Just remember, 26/92: SOVIETS REPORT Mountains, in the southern So- 
gotiable instruments I was sup- Mr. Director, the United States SHOOTINGOFUFO. meStar% viet Republic of Azerbaijan, in 
posed to sign, that was payable is A Corporation! The IRS is a Foreign Se&ce+ MUNICH: So- March 1983. Theyfiredtworock- 
to (UCC 3-805)) that would make Corporation. There is NO im- viet Scientists attending a space ets at the UFO when it turned on 
you a holder in due course, to munity for anybody when they conference here reported that an a collision course. 
make presentment and demand deal in commercial paper under ‘unidentified fIyi.ng object? was ‘We have the pilots’ report?, 
payment. the Erie and Clearfield Doctrine, shot down over the Caucasus said Mr. Uvarov. ‘It saysthe UFO 

9. Which principal are see F.R.C.P. Evidence902 para- Mountains in 1983. didn’t explode but turned a bright 
you operating for in this in- graph 9, but not limited to. Valery Uvarov, a member of colour and then fell to earth.” 
stance; the Federal Reserve Sys- Failure to answer in the the Academy of Sciences in the Mr. Uvarov said the wreckage 
tern or the United States? prescribed time will be deemed Soviet Republic of Georgia, said was first discovered by two peas- 

10. Please tell me what acceptance that I am correct, in the wreckage of the shot-down ants. 
the OMB number of the Form, I, that you have no such instru- UFO was recovered by military ‘By the time we traced the 
as a NONRESIDENT ALIEN, am ment to back up your position authorities, who covered up the coupletheyhadbothdied, appar- 
required to file when I neither to present and demand any- incident until details leaked out ently from the effects ofexposure 
make income from a source thing. Your presentment will recently to civilian scientists. to radiation,” Mr. Uvarov said. 
within the statutorily defined vacate on its own. Mr. Uvarov, a leading expert 
United States nor effectively The address at which I at the Georgian Academy’s Soci- END OF QUOTING 
connected with a trade or busi- received a copy of your letter is eiy for Unusual Air Phenomena, 
ness within the statutorily de- a United States Postal Service said the Soviet authorities were Well I rather expect they might 
fined United States? Please see address, it is not mine. That is still trying to keep the incident have died of“suiciding’ or some- 
26 CFR 1.37(b)(l), 26 USC the reason for the “care of” (c/ secre!t. thing more malisti*like mur- 
6013(1)(a)(C)(i),26USC2(d), and o) as it is not a business ad- “BUT WE HAVE SUFFICIENT der--due to revelation rather than 
others. dress. It is a location. I am not EVIDENCE TO CONVINCE US radiation but, then, who knows? 

Failure to provide mewith a TAXPAYER” as that term is THAT THIS IS NO FANTASY.” 
the above # 1 and/or other nine designated for the “internal” 
requisites, should you present revenue of the statutorily de- KGB COVERUP 
the agreement, invalidates the fined “United States” in the 
presentment you made to me Statute-Merchants Code. It is Dr. MarinaPopovich, afonner 
UCC 3-505(2). for either United States citizens Soviet Air Force colonel and now 

YOU HAVE 10 DAYS or resident aliens, see 26 USC president of the World Associa- 
WITH WHICH TO COMPLY, 865(g)(A)(B). I am not excluded tion of Women Scientists, said: 

FROM RECEIPT OF from Identifying Numbers un- We believe the KGB is hiding 
THIS CERTIFIED MAIL. UCC der Title 26 Chapter 1 pages 62, something sensational.” [H: I 

L-20 l( 10). 63, section 301.6109-1(g). couldhaveswornthatyouwere 
A fault, UCC l-201(16), WITH EXPLICIT RESER- told that there is no longer a 

must therefore exist ifyou don’t. VATION OF ALL RIGHTS “KGB”!] 
Being a fault exists, it would be WITHOUT PREJUDICE Mr. Uvarov and Dr. Popovich 
on your part and would create a UCC l-207 told the conference two MIG-25 
Fraud through material mis- Very truly yours, 
representation which would vi- 
tiate anything from the begin- 
ning. UCC l-103. I have re- c/o P.O. Box =(Hm I 
served all my rights in these suggestyouuseahxnum- 
matters, explicit and general, berll or QaliasP add- 
UCC l-207. “dmp”.] 

Being .I am 
NONRESIDENT(“not a residen: 

Citu State II wou@ fur- 
ther, decline to use ZIP CODE] 

of the state of the forums), I [Phone numberispmbably 
have no recourse to a remedy at a wise addition-so that when 
law, on an instrument that you contacted yaU can m-present 
have not presented. Your pre- the dec2inution of all ZiabtZ- 
sentments are then under a ity.] 

May the Force be with you. 

The time is now - let’s take 
America back from the 

“Republicrats” who have 
brought our nation to the 

brink of ruin. 
*** 

We’ve got one more hill to 
take - Capitol Hill! 
Together we’ll win. 

1 -Colonel James “‘Bo” Gritz 

A CALL TO SERVE FORALL 

fraudulent unconscionable con- 
tract UCC 2-302, and are dis- 
charged UCC 3-601(2) 8s (3), 
without resort to a Commercial 

(5) 

CALLED TO SERVE 
By James “Bo” Gritz 

$24.95...Book 
In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of 
National Security to reveal how 
U. S. Forces have been used as tools 
by international elitists who are 
guilty of drug trafficking, prevent- 
ing American POWs from coming 
home, and more, 

COL. JAMES “BO” GRITZ 
PALO ALTO, CA. It91 

$20.00...2 Hour...Video Tape 
Bo tells the story behind the covert 
CIA operations of Viet Nam. He 
names those key individuals in- 
volved in the Golden Triangle 
heroin trade. His is a message of 
courage and he delivers a “final 
calltoserve”toallwhowillawalcen 
to the evil behind the “New World 
Order”. 

Please see back page for 
orderinp information 
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A Matter Of Perspective 
8/8/92 Wl HATONN 

LIGHT AND’ SHADOW 

In the shadow of the lilies the 
butterfly rests and sups-ah so, 
but also is the scorpion seeking 
cool shade to cool himself. Each 
is a perfect creation-each ‘per- 
ceived” differently. You must 
see that it depends upon where- 
fore are the lilies-if they choke 
the field of food-crop then MAN 
discerns them to be weeds and 
intruders. The butterfly? Ah, 
but the larvae will eat the crops 
and the beauty of the butterfly 
in all its glory is lost. Then, 
there is the scorpion-attending 
his busineswf eating insects 
which infect those very crops. 
But, which is deemed evil? First 
of all the scorpion will be 
smashed and yet, if MAN 
touches not and torments not, 
the scorpion-will he be stung? 
WHOSE TRUTH DO YOU PER- 
CEIVE AS “RIGHT”? WHOSE 
SPEECHES DOYOU PERCEIVE 
CORRECT? How often do YOU 
discern for %nothe?’ by your 
own, possibly incorrect, 
JUDGEMENT? HOW DO YOU 
KNOW?(???) WHEN YOU, SAY, 
WRITE ANOTHER TO MOAN 
AND COMPLAIN AND DIS- 
COUNT-DO YOU SIGN YOUR 
NAME? DO YOU BACK UP 
YOUR INFORMATION WITH 
OPEN ANNOUNCEMENT AND 
ASK FOR DISCUSSION OF 
ANOTHER’S SPEAKINGS? OR, 
DO YOU FEIGN ‘RIGHTEOUS” 
ATTITUDE AND DENOUNCE 
UNDER THE GUISE OF WIS- 
DOM, BEARING NOT YOUR 
NAME, MAKING INCORRECT 
ASSUMPTIONS AND ACTING 
WITHOUT MORE THAN A TINY 
FRAGMENT OF INPUT IN THE 
MOSTGRACIOUSALLOWANCE 
I CAN OFFER? 

Dharma cries out to me- 
‘NO, please, do not respond to 
this attack against me, for I am 
hurt by the response more than 
the arrow.” But, chela, IAMA 
lldASTER TEACHER-is gour 
ego desire gmater than am 
ALLthestudents whocomein 
seekingand seatrchingtohear 
Truth, discern in mason and 
allow for their ulessonsn? 

Cangounotseethatthegmzt- 
estof lessonsaretheones 
gleaned from that which at 
ficst APPEARS to be least? 
Ah, when the student (chelaj 
has learned this greatest of 
lessons,shaLLthe~into 
mdiance be attained-not 
kfon?. 

GIFT 

Indeed, that which I will 
share with you is one of the 
most wondrous GIFTS Dharma 
has ever received. A small box 
arrived and Charles brought it 
forth and said, *Somebody loves 
you and has sent you a gift.” 
Rushed and embarrassed, she 
set it aside to open privately for 
the things received are abun- 
dant with special meanings- 
the leather satchel in every color 
of the rainbow-the pressed 
flower petals, the shirts with 
the Phoenix in a great variety of 
wondrous reproductions (all and 
each of which would merit a 
full-blown “business” enter- 
prise in itself). Ones send con- 
firmations in wondrous caring, 
notes of love and sharing, shar- 
ing of their own “receivings” in 
sameness-love and wonder 
abound at the glory of Lighted 
ONENESS. 

Then come the taunting vi- 
pers from their holes to de- 
nounce ME-for in no way can 
Dharma be responsible for that 
which I pronounce. But some- 
how, the self-appointed gurus 
and censors of the WORD at- 
tack the messenger and the 
messenger’s scribe. I find that 
most interesting-especially 
from ones who CLAIM to speak 
for higher Masters and Teach- 
ers of the Highest Cause. 

Most arrive with no labels 
unless there is NEED for return 
of something such as money or 
in lawsuits wherein theft in 
greed are possible-in their per- 
ception. 

This is what has happened 
this day with this particular 
‘sharer of mighty truth”. 

PANDORA’S BOX 

In the privacy of the evening, 

the box was opened and first 
encountered were several docu- 
ments. Without reading glasses 
Dharma cannot see the words. 
In this alone I find interest- 
Dharma hears and writes but 
cannot read without magnify- 
ing glass to her vision receivers. 

In the box are five books- 
ah, great expectations of shar- 
ing new information-NO, FIVE 
OF OUR OWN BOOKS. This 
may appear quite “dense” to 
you readers but Dharma and 
Oberli continue to give away all 
their own copies of our work 
and she thought, with appre- 
ciation, someone (a book-seller) 
was sending replacement cop- 
ies. Oops-that appeared to be 
a wrong perception. But why 
would anyone send anything 
“back” to her-she writes and 
gives the work away. She has 
no input to the dealings of the 
publisher or the distributor. I 
would expect that ANYONE who 
even remotely keeps up with 
our work-KNOWS AS MUCH. 

With vision intact, we will 
share what unfolded. The folded 
paper revealed a “statement” 
as follows: Returned Books: 
Rainbow Masters-$1 0.00, End 
of the Masquerade-$1 0.00, 
Matter, Anti-Matter-$1 O.OOand 
Frvm Here to Armageddon (2)- 
$20.00. Less 10% (??)- - $5.00 
but Plus Postage- + 6.50, RE 
FUNDDUE . . . . . . $51.56. Overthe 
Rainbow, 10767 Butte Street 
NE, Aurora, OR 97002. 

It is STILL undiscerned even 
at the time of the writing, in 
Dharma’s mind, as to why this 
return TO HER-is it ‘lesson 
time” or what? Is she supposed 
to do something with a Pub- 
lisher in Nevada? Now, of course 
we know, do we not? She asked 
that they be forwarded for *re- 
fund” or “whatever they do with 
returned volumes”, to America 
West. I SAID “NO” YE SHALL 
NOT DO SUCH A THING. SHE 
MAY DO EITHER OF TWO 
THINGS-KEEP THE 
UNSOLICITED BOOKS WITH A 
NICE “THANK YOU” OR RE- 
TURN THEM’ FOR GIFTS OF 
SUCH GREAT VALUE ARE PO- 
TENTIALLY PRICELESS AND 
THERE MIGHT LATER BE AN- 

THE PHOENIX LIBER4 TOR 

OTHER ‘LAWSUIT”. 
I am going through this bor- 

ing tedium because you ALL 
must learn and see that which 
you do in total ignorance. Evil 
wears a clue-ALWAYS-and 
prompting of the adversary into 
actions such as this-are a 
MAJOR SIGN-even beyond 
‘clue”. 

Therefore, we shall take it 
tedious bit by bit and if only 
ONE learns from the experience 
and input-the journey will have 
been worth the steps. 

I guess I must address the 
response to Dear OVER THE 
RAINBOW for there is no name 
to be found either on the corre- 
spondence or on the accompa- 
nying documents utilized to 
“prove” Dharma’s evilness 
just a side-margin note: 
‘Dharma-Please read and dis- 
cern--” AND quarts of red high- 
light emphasis markings. 

QUOTING: 
[H: This will all be in italics 

because the typing was in a 
script-type print-which usu- 
ally designates love and 
friendship. I think NOT.] 

Jidy 26,1992 [And a “Rose” 
a8 Iogo.] 

Greetings Dharma: 
Finding the tight wo& at 

this moment troubles me deeply. 
I know that working within the 
Exahns of spititual tnlths is not 
only a thankless (earth time 
speaking) task, but a very sensi- 
tive special talent. I have read 
many of the books printed 
thrvugh the ideas of Hatonn 
along with the Phoenix Libera- 
tor. [H: Many? If you only 
have 4 titles, out of some 60, 
this smacks of exaggeration 
does it not? Further, as we 
move on in the diswrtation 
and 1-e on Dhrmna’s w 
waym-Isugge8tthatyouhave 
done EXACTLY THAT-d 
andnot~certaidyned- 
ther with clarie.] Muchof the 
material is interwting reading, 
butmostofithasaninsincere 
embeUMunent. EitherHatonnis 
a aFamiliar Spirit” with axes to 
gn’nd or you as the wntmlled 
fomeanznotdeatingonthehigher 
realms. The information coming 
through is of a volatile nature 
and a constant threat to man 
through FEZAR! This is not, in my 
discenunent, truthfrom the Hier- 
archy. Last May Dharma/ 
Hatonn made a prediction that 
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the E&h and Sun would move this portion of the “path” has and/or Natural encounter readers seek more books. They 
through a Photon Belt. Even to been deleted from your need with one-in any of the re- will now know that your interest 
the extent of apicture and want- forfullunderstandingandpos- turned material-WHO ispurelyinmoney. Sales, sales, 
ing signs, etc. My dear aspirant, sible input? How convenient MIGHT BE CONCERNED WITH sales. 
the Hierarchy would never make to simply remove any dis- “SALES” OF SOMETHING OR [H: In behalf of Dharma I 
such a prediction nor would this agreeable, “possibly”, mate- OTHER? OR, ARE WE TO would like to tell you, Over 
type of infonnution be made for rial as pre-conceived notions ASSUME, AFTER ALL, THAT the Rainbow, that out of HUN- 
the musses to prepare for. [H: grab you? How shall you iden- THE RETURNED VOLUMES DREDS AND HUNDREDS of 
No? Would it be better and tifjr God? How shall you, more ARE A “LESSON” AND GIFT letters of appreciation-there 
more believable if Hatonn had directly, identifg a Space-fleet IN DISCERNMENT--OR, DID were EXACTLY TWO (yours 
not given you what was being Commander? What of ALL YOU WANT YOUR MONEY and another who continually 
touted throughout the Elite those “Rainbow Masters”? BACK BECAUSE “PHOENIX blasts, Elysian Dawn from 
play-writes? “Do NOT pre- Are they ALL bad children MATERIAL” WON’T “SELL” Arizona) who have not blessed 
pare for that which is com- because you discern them to AFTER YOU “DIDN’T GO and thanked and loved more, 
ing?” is better? (333). What be WITHOUT reading? How BLIND OR BLOW-UP”? IT for the information which is 
causes you to think you are did“Hatonn” get in such BAD WOULD APPEAR THAT YOU poured forth from this key- 
NOT in the PHOTON BELT? COMPANY? THOSE JOUR- ARE THROWING ALL THE board to find some sanity of 
DID YOU TRY TO CALL 911 NALS IN POINT WERE GIVEN BATHWATERS, BABES AND unfoldment during this time 
EMERGENCY SERVICE ON MOSTLY BY OTHER TEACH- ALL, OUT THE DOOR JUST of chaos. At least Elysian 
JULY 25TH3 MOREOVERTHE ERS! WE SHALL SEE HOW BEFORE THE NEED FOR THE Dawn sends his name for iden- 
UREASON” GIVEN FOR THE MUCH “LESSON” IN DIS- BATHWATER! DOYOU ACTU- tification andallelse he sends 
UOUTAGE”OFALLLONGDIS- CERNMENT OF UHOLY ALLY BELIEVE THAT “ALL is labeled and open-not cut 
TANCE AND EMERGENCY SPIRIT”, THROUGH THIS THINGSAREOFF?“BECAUSE in such a way as to delete 
SERVICES IN THE WESTERN PARTICULAR LESSON, YOU YOUR GOVERNMENTS source and author. Perhaps 
STATES WAS ATTRIBUTED MIGHT LEARN.] The progres- COULDN’T GET THE RA- you might wish to reconsider 
TO A THREE ACRE GRASS sionofplanetaryeventswilltake DIATION BELT IGNITED NO possibilities, Rainbow.] 
FIRE INKEENE, CALIFORNIA, place without intervention. We MATTER HOW HARD THEY As a bookstore owner, I am 
WHERE THERE ARE NO willall be readyandinourright- TRIED? THEY CERTAINLY verydisappointedwithyourpro- 
PI3ONE LINES! DOES HAVING fulplace whentheEarthis moved DID A WHOLE BUNCH OF gram and what you have done to 
SOME DRINKING WATER, to a higher vibration. We can OTHER THINGS DURING yourfellowman. [H: Program? 
CANDLESANDABITOFFOOD test the process of life to take THAT PERIOD-SOME RIGHT What program? Done to 
IN READINESS PAIN YOU care of it! [H: Oopsl Watch it- INGOODOLDOREGONl BUT, uyour” flow man? Whose 
ONES SO MUCH? I CAN PROM- you have just stated EKACTLY IN SEEKING DISCERNMENT ufeUow man”? Done to? 
ISEYOU THIS MUCH-IN AU- what I stated to everyone I REGARDING“HOLY SPIRIT”, Dharma TYPES and TRANS- 
RORA, OREGON, YOU WILL could find to hear. You are I HAVE TO ASSUME YOU DID LATES-she does NOTHING to 
NEED FAR MORETHANTHAT going through a period of to- NOT NOTICE-THEREFOR, anyonb-includingsellbooks. 
VERY SOON. WOULD ‘YOUR” tal UMan-tampering” and the WE COMMEND YOU FOR NOT Is this possibly one more PER- 
“HIERARCHY” (WHOEVER things of cosmic universal EVEN HINTING TO ANY POS- SON who feels ufellow man” 
THAT MIGHT BE) KEEP THIS evolution will come about no SIBLE “VICTIMS” THAT must be somehow “thought 
ASEC!RETFROMYOUIFUHE” matter that which you do or USOMETHINGISAMISS” AND for”, Uacted for” and pro- 
KNOWS? THEREIS NO SUCH do not do. What you do or do THATTHEYJUSTMIGHTGET tected by some self-pro- 
“HIERARCHY” IN THE not do, however, determines uDEAD” BEFORE THEY claimed “guardian” because 
REALMS OF GOD OF DIVINE HOW it will come to be. As to LEARN TO DISCERN HIGHER his ignorance and stupidity 
SOURCE AND LIGHT-HIER- “rightful place” how do YOU REASON. GOOD FOR YOU! causes him to not be able to 
ARCHICALPECKINGORDERS KNOW? I WOULD NOT LIKE GIVEYOURPEOPLE‘MUSH” function and think for self? 
ARE FABRICATIONS OF MAN. TO BE IN YOURS!] AND THEY WILL STARVE TO Congratulations, but I believe 
UFAMILIAR SPIRIT”? IN- My thoughts on yourpredic- DEATHBEFORETHEYLEARN I would rather seek higher 
DEED, just about as familiar tion were; you needed to sell THE WAY TO GOD. authority for my uguardianm 
as Dharma will ever experi- more books and this was a Further, the only material than a bookseller who prefers 
ence-or YOU, for that mat- 5ELLIIVG TOOL”. [H: How so? 1 have given you on the sub- theworldblow-uporbeblinded 
ter. ‘Axe to grind? I have no Dharma does NOT usell” any- jectis EXACTLY A8 PRINTED, and damaged than to face re- 
need of grin- ax-1 most thJllgt?f?] Another wn game to RIGHT OUT OF YOUR SCIEN- ality of truth.] I no longer feel 
certainly can accomplish my dupe mankind with fear. It al- TIFIC AND ‘9lEW AGE” WRIT- that Icansell your books norcan 
taskwithoutUaxesn. Dharnia, ways works and has done so INGS-CAN YOU NOT Iendorse any of your materialas 
a %ontrolled force”? (333) down the years even before the “READ”? UHatonn’s Photon TRUTH! [H: Thank you-for 
Controlled? From the realms Master Jesus walked the Earth Belt”, as ones such as you it’s your type of endorsement 
of God comes loving allow- The only change is, now Man proclaim this to b-IS NOT on our work which WE DO 
ante-not force or control. bus gotten smarter. You may EVEN DUE UNTIL YOUR SEC- NOT WANT1 GOD NEEDS NO 
Therefore, Over the Rainbow, have entertained your readers OND DECADE IN YOUR NEW SELF-APPOINTED EN- 
WHOmight controlyourpen?] withyourphoton story but many CENTURY. I WONDER HOW DORSERS OF SELF-PRO- 
This is a school where eachof us did not take it seriously. [H: Oh? MANY OF YOU WILL BE STILL CLAIMED TRUTH! I DID NOT 
is learning. [H: Some far better Then why the concern as ones AROUND TO NOTICE? GOD ASK YOUR ENDORSEMENT 
than are others.] Learning who did not take it seriously FORBID THAT ANY OF YOU ANDHAVENONEEDOFSAME. 
what? Learning to identify our aresurelynot inconvenienced BE PREPARED FOR HAPPEN- I DO, HOWEVER, FEEL A BIT 
Holy Spirit thtrmgh eachtrial we by additional water contain- INGS IN THE INTERIM!] OF SADNESS BECAUSE YOU 
encounter on our path [H: err, candles and/or foods. What you did do was to m- AND UYOUR FOLLOWERS- 
Since the books remain Since there is no reference to ate a skepticism of your own WILL PROBABLY UNOT BE 
unread I have to assume that man-made UPhoton Belts” credibility. No longer will your ABOARD” WHEN THE TIME 
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IS AT HAND AND FOR THAT, 
I AM TRULY SADDENED. Ah 
80, finally now, we get to the 
point40 we not?:] I would 
appreciate a till refitnd for the 
books I.have returned. They no 
lonaer have a mean&w of Liqht! 

[H: Ifyouwishafullrefund 
why did you send them to 
Dharma? What is she sup- 
posedtodowiththem? Would 
you like your $51.50 in 
“food&amps”? Do you think 
the paper pages will take the 
place of the food? I do not 
even want her to spend the 
postage to return them to you, 
Rainbow, nor to send them to 
Nevada to America West. We 
will just hold them in the box 
until you send the postage to 
return them, thank you.] 

I feel much sorrow for your 
efforts. What could have been a 
beautiful lessonformankind has 
been destroyed once again 
throughgreed. [H: Oh, I think 
this very lesson is worthy of 
noting. Great lessons are 
found in all, even the most 
minute, placer and faces, 
Rainbow. If this was to pull 
Dharma from her work-you 
FAILED! I welcome and bless 
that “failure” because she, 
too, must pass her testings 
and learn always to give ap- 
preciation unto her enemies 
that she might learn and 
8ht!W.] 

May you fuul your path and 
rediscover the true blueprint of 
your mission here. 

[H: Ah *INDEED. You 
just reinforced her blueprint 
of mce and strengthened 
the goal of the-mission. I 
wonder, Rainbow, ifyou know 
that which is YOUR mission?] 

END OF QUOTING FROM 
THE LETTER SENT. 

NEXT COMES THE AT- 
TACHED “CUTTINGS AND 
UNDERLINING” PAPER! 
FROM SOME BOOK, UN- 
NAMED, UNQUALIFIED, UNI- 
DENTIFIED AND SENT, I AS- 
SUME, AS SUPPORT FOR THE 
ABOVE ATTACK SINCE IT IS 
DIRECTED TO DHARMA FOR 
“INSIGHT AND DISCERN- 
MENT”. WELL, I AM MOST 
PLEASEDTO NOTETHAT SHE 
READ IT IN FULL SEVERAL 
TIMES AND DISCERNED AND 
GOT INSIGHT-THANK YOU. 

I have no way to share this, 
either, without reprinting it and 

wherein we ‘bold” (xXxXx) 
print, indicates the ‘highlight- 
ing’ by Rainbow. 

QUOTING from a document 
without introduction, identifi- 
cation or qualification: 

Great Mentors will never, 
in any instance, give anything 
that causes confusion of spirit, 
that affects to be sacrosanct to 
the individual alone, that insists 
on secrecy as to its nature and 
import, or that unnatumlly ag- 
gmndizes the earth person ei- 
ther in his own esteem or esteem 
of his fellows. [H: Hogwash! 
WHO pronounces what a 
umentor* will or will not do? 
YOU? UNevern-“in any in- 
stance”? %onfusion of 
spirit”? Spirit does NOT get 
confused-consciousness 
gets confused! Who writes 
this garbage? I simply cannot 
take each sentence lest we 
NEVER finish in time for the 
meetingthis afternoon. Move 
on, chela.] They know too well 
the inexorable results of such 
counsel. But they are powerless 
to thwart it being given by lesser 
people if the earth-person has 
opened himself to their voices 
and yet will not heed the ethics 
involved as plainly described in 
clarified wamings. p: Power- 
less? Thwart? Lesserpeople? 
If the teacher be powerless 
and effbrting to thwart any- 
thing of KNOWLEDGE and/or 
speaking “DOWN” to %sser 
peoples-you have a most 
interesting ‘%eachers.] 

A favorite method of gain- 
ing or retaining hold of such 
earthly dupes [H: Is there no 
end of this uteacher’s” in- 
rult8 to you reflection8 of 
God? Dupes?] by the ‘Familiar 
People [H: Familiar People? 
Who in the Universe, are “Fa- 

lizing such matetial over the in- 
ter-plane psychic wire, they prro- 

the mtion&za.tion is given that 

teed to inform the dupe that he 
suchnominees “were only being 

has been selected for missions 
tested for their utter and implicit 

of vast importance in the worid 
obedience. I) There is one logical 

as the purloined or plagiarized 
qualification that is swiftly 

material would indicate. In hun- 
passed over or ignored. No ex- 

dreds of cases suchdupes have 
planation is offered as to why 

been solemnly assured that they 
souls of great cosmic or earthly 

have either been Apostolic Fa- 
importance in the past should 
have been selectedforgreat wis- 

thers, orpersons famous in Bib- 
lical history. But then the hoax- 

dom orgreat missions whilepos- 

ing comes clear between the 
sessing chamcters so vacillating 

lines. 
that they must constantly be 

When this sort of thing has tested. Either they are of the 
made its wanted impression, and qualitytobedependedupon~m 
sincere and earnest people have the beginning, or they an3 not. 
be<xnnepe- thattheyhave But queries regarding this vital 
indeed been elected to positions point are blithely ignored fmm 
of great importance, the next “the other side” and frequently 
move.....[H: The page h cut at the earth-person is tortured by 
this point. I would point out, stinging rebuke that he- has 
however, that if this was a “doubted” or shown himself so 
lesson for Dharma-it some- unworthy of responsibility as to 
how does not fit. She only offer logical challenges in such 
gleans hoursand hoursofwork atibitions of common sense. 
and NO recognition. To stay When wise authorities 
alive, shemust liveanalmost on the earth-tide crvv ap- 
isolated life without such pealedtoforguidance insuch 
thiugs as even her picture con&vue&es ,-dwhthey 
included with her own chit- expose the inter-pZane hoax- 
&en at their weddings and ing that is being attempted, 
other family and friend’s oc- the bq#Zed and chaUenged 
casion8. When one GIVES Familiar People lapse inti 
UNTOGODTHATWHICHGOD campa@ts of critidsm curd 
NEEDS-ALLELSEBECOMBS abuse of those earthly coun- 
IRRELEVANT AND TRIVIAL. sdors, vili&fiqy thembysug- 
Theqwhenothersparticipate gestions to the dlstruught 
and rest onweekends, assuch, uictims that their earthly 
she serves as speaker and counselorsbelongtMheDark 
writer and shares NONE ofthe Forces, or haam come under 
pleasure and respite. Is this leviZ&#hmce. (H: Boy,Isurely 
YOUR idea of perception8 of am glad that Rainbow prac- 
%ast importancew of seU? ticer NONEof the above.] Of 
vurloinedor plaghhed ma- the two, the victims are inclined 
terial”? How w-IF IT BE togiue the bemfit of the doubt to 
TRUTH? HOWELSECANORE the Familiar People, fearing all 
GIVE FORTH TRUTH IF IT sorts of namelesspenahies that 
FOLLOWS TRUTH FROM AlV- may be inflided upon them if 
OTHER? PERHAPSYOU WHO they do notproceed as they have 
UACCUSE AND CONVICT” been directed. 
MIGHT EXPLAIN THAT It mrely penetrates the -- -- 
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miliar Peoples?], is to read to MECHANISM TO ME1 LET US fear-struck intelligence [H: Mu- 
the Automatically or CONTINUE ON APPARENTLY tually exclusive terms: ufear- 
Claimudiently from another di- ANOTHER PAGE-ALSO CUT rtruckm and “intelligence”] of 
mension beautiful passages of AND ALL IDENTIFICATION these victims~: Victims? Vc- 
Sacred Material [H: Whew! Lets REMOVED. I HAVE NO WAY timsm] that real Marsters of the 
us off the hook-1 transmit TO CONFIRM IT EVEN IS Wisdom near indulge in thei 
directlyandobviouslytheOB- FROMTHESAMEDOCUMENT sZ&htestdeprwatbnsofarty- 
JECTION is that the writings SO CAN ONLY PRESENT IT AS one, neuet use duress in ang 
are filled with FEAR and NOT GIVEN.] form, neuer insist on the 
Ubeautiful passages of Sacred . . ..is to impress on those slightestsecrrecy in rem to 
Material”.], as available to them earth-people the necessity for their comntunicutions, neuer 
as it is to those in earth-life, in strictest secrecy and strictest participate in ang gestwle 
such a manner that the earth- obedience. The lattertakes the that is not frank, and con- 
person assumes it to be coming form of tests. Whenever a mi& -, and -wh-ms 
mm Great Masters of the Wis- chievous orenmeous dim%ion, and inspiring. Least of al2 
dam, and a+ too frequently from or bit of counsel, is imparted, UKnrldthcy wanyonic 
The Teacher Himself After uti- that does not check with facts, on the earth-side as being 

‘- ..--- -7; - .-.-- _ _..... . . ..-. , . .._., ~. 
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alignedwiththeDarkFomes, 

wh~gossip*~m, 
usethmatsordcrogatorysug 
gestionstomakethemsehms 
of iqfluence, gmnted they 
knew the fact to be tme. [H: 
Thi8 one really has a doozie of 
a UGuide”-one who tell8 you 
NOTHING. You ask for guid- 
ance and you get NOTHING 
and certainly not even a ugo8- 
8iPY n U1ook-out” regarding 
anyone from the UDark 
Forcers. Sound8 pretty %lue- 
fshn to me, readers. All thi8 
non-anything-evenUgranted 
theyknewthefact tobetrue.” 
uThreat8 or derogatory sug- 
gestionsm? These would 
unever be used”? I see-no 
matter how totally EVIti 
guideneverwouldcpeaktruth 
tothepoorhelple88“victimn? 
Rainbow-you have just done 
it:IWILLSPEAKOUTAGAINST 
EVIL ANYWHERE I FIND IT 
LURKING TO CAPTURE AND 
DESTROY GOD’S WONDROUS 
CREATIONS. IT IS NOT OF 
MY DOING, DHARMA’S DO- 
ING OR GOD’S DOING THAT 
MAN IS DUPED. IT IS 
THROUGH THIS VERY TYPE 
OF HOG-SWILL THAT YOU 
FEED THE “VICTIMS” FOOL- 
ISH ENOUGH TO READ THIS 
GARB&GE. WHYDID YOU NOT 
RETURNTHIS RESOURCE OF 
NON-INFORMATION FROM 
UNIDENTIFIED SOURCE FOR 
A REFUND? I CAN GUARAN- 
TEE THAT THE UREFUND” 
WOULD BE FAR GREATER 
THAN FROM ANY JOURNAL 
OR PAPER THAT IS PRO- 
DUCED FROM THIS KEY- 
BOARD!] Their very essence is 
f-s, constructiveness, en- 
lightenment, and inspiration. 
They. could not be othenuise and 
re.m.ain themselves. (H: Well, I 
gue88 I am ju8t”not MYSELF8 
today11 

The advice; which they 
impart is always doctrinal in 
Mture. [H: Yep,J can SW that 
thi8 uperson”, Rainbow, has 
studied carefully, all my 
words. Doctrinal? Funny, 
the doctrined groups are al80 
trying to “wipe me out”. Doc- 
trinal? I wonder if you even 
know what this says or 
means?] Theyconvey...~: The 
.page is hereat cut away to 
con$inue at *q&e .other uni- 
dentified place] 

. . . . . . . broad, hiahvrinci~les 

by which those in mortality errptbrrre which they compile 
should conduct themselves. and trcZease. [H: Ah, you test 

They-i ntemstedininfom- my patience. Even garbage 
ing earth@ peop& of gmat goes toward good PrUpOS, 
laws and pmcesses at work this is intended for the 
in the Cosmos, which only blackest of purposes. Still, 
they can witi and that the “gift” k beyond the ap- 
coz&f not be known other- prai8ingfor the quality of les- 
wise by tho8e handicapped sons presented!] They leave it 
byfLeshly l~itutions. [H: I totheinditidualtotakethehigher 
alrrrume thir is a slam regard- principles which they delineate 
ing the Photon Belt-which and apply them in absolute free 
WE cdl the time of Radiance? will to the earthly circumstance. 
At any turn of the Cosmic [H: One thingright out ofthou- 
announcements- the sands i8 about par for the 
%volvement in point” is re- course, I suppose.] For thus is 
ferred to as the Great Barrier character formed; thus is self- 
in many corcmiclanguages and con.den.c% enhanced; thus is 
the happening is not a phe- personal initiative made asplen- 
nomenon-it is a most regu- did, resourcefulthing. Thushave 
lar cycle which happens on they obeyed the GreatLaw which 
schedule every time so far. If, decrees that true help rendered 
however, you as a non-cosmic to another is in helping another 
PERSON cannot see that to help himself. [H: Uthe Great 
which is coming down on Law”? What mean ye-the 
you-then blindness could be Great Law? WhoseGreat Law? 
no worse for you.] If they are Tbi8maycertainlybea“good” 
indeedconcemedinthefortunes rule-but is certainly NOT 
of some earthly person because UTHE GREAT LAW”.] 
that person may be an incar- Most of the discourage- 
nated Master Spirit in his own merits, the bafflements, the cyni- 
right, slowly awakening to the cisms, the damages, wreaked on 
import of his mission, they make earthly persons who have taken 
his pathways smooth by invis- discarnate counsel, have come 
ible,unannouncedperformance; from those who have blindly 
they save him from all harm but followed ~highermentotito 
do not call attention to it; they the demgation of thesequali- 
enhance his fortunes delicately ties. They have leaned oninvis- 
and invisibly, making it appear ible counselors, believing them 
always that the earthly person firm fiend& and allies, only to 
himself has been successful of discoversoonerorlaterthateven 
his own initiative, that he may ifthose inthe higherdimensions 
acquire more self-confidence in are sincere, they are encounter- 
per$orming greater tasks. [H: ing factors in exercising such 
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pm88umed to be from the 
same disinformation re- 
SOtWXL] 

. . . . . Discanurte counsel, 
therefore, by its very essence, is 
not for the practical affairs of 
life, or its petty problems that 
resultinenhancedjudgmentand 
discrimination when solved by 
mortal initiative. It is for the 
purpose of acquainting the 
earthly person with wsmic f&s 
and pnxess that could not be 
acquired by any other agencies. 
As such it should be recognized 
and utilized. As such it is legiti- 
mate and approved on allplanes 
of spirit. Huving acqutmd a 
knowledge of such higher 

f--dPrpcess, theearthly 
souL,wiset?um~aboveit8 
fellows, has an advantage 
thatshouldeasilybeputto 
mortal account. Thus theprac- 
tical end is achieved; thus no 
obligations are undertaken on 
any plane that have kannicpen- 
ahies attached to them on their 
denouement. [H: How many of 
you readers even know what. 
that word means, udenoue- 
menP3 Well, nekxt will con- 
tain a portion which is high- 
lighted and surrounded by 
exclamation mark8 so we will 
assume it to be aimed at us 
with power and abashment. 
Therefore, so 8haB we accept 
it in kind!] 

Letuslookuponlife, them- 
fore, as aprvblem in equity, each 
man toward his neighbor. If Let 
u8acceptascounselorsONLY 
THOSE WHO TELL Us OF 

GARBAGE!!! Thir goes be- direction of their earthly pupils @WEAVENLY THINGS”‘.lI! But 

yond hog-8will-THIS IS OUT- which they can in no wise con- let us take such celestial knowl- 
RIGHT LIE UPON LIE. I AM trol. Seeing events from two edge and apply it mundanely, 
HATONNJATON-WHO dimensionsatonce,asitwere, observingandaci~dginghuman 
MIGHT YOU BE WHO SFNDS those who vaunt themselves as life as The Great Teacher ob- 
THIS TRASH INTO AND UNTO beingincontrol cannot make dis- served and adjudge it, a tempo- 
MY PEOPLE? WHO HIDES tin&ions as to time and prin- ml classroom in which so-called 
BEHIND THE SKIRTS OF A ciples that are essential in ha* Suffering is merely part of an 
VICTIM” OF YOUR LIES? I ing their counselings come true equationinLIivin.e Geometry. [H: 
MEET ALL WHO ACT IN DARK- in earthly hap~ning. They can- Everybody still with me?] 
NESS-HEAD ON, OPENLY not always distinguish the as- (H: Page again cut and 
ANDFULI++IDENTIFICATION- tral from the mortal. [H: Or changed-to continue e&e- 
YOU DECEIVERS OF CRE- frankly their head from the where unknown and unfin- 
ATION AND CREATION’S other end!] But always two ished-AND UNIDENTIFIED 
CHILDREN SHALL RUE THE intelligences are striving to run AND UNLABELED!] 
DAY YOU GIVE UNTO thesamebody, orthesamesetof ******* 

CREATOR’S CHILDREN earthly conditions, and the E- Over the Rainbow, I am seri- 
THESELIES. CONFRONTME, sutt is a confusion that eventu- ously concerned about you, 
EVIL DOER, FOR I STAND AT ally becomes insuffeemble. [H: child. You are the very type of 
READY--WHEREFORE ARE Doesn’t sound like ‘%telli- innocent Spirit that misleads 
YE?] Thg( stand mady t0 gence” to me, either ringn- humanity into the pathsof total 
serm with enlightening in- laxly or plural.] darkness and that journey will 
formation at all times, but it [H: Page cut hereat to con- most likely cause you great pain 
?s an imz~rsona2, cosniic lit- tinue on another slim of rra- and burden as you come to un- 
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derstand it. the affront and FROM WHERE. incorrect. damus) is to take over Russia, 
I ask that the JOURNALS in IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO This deals with ‘the” Anti- first, bv guile. He is also sup- 

point NOT be returned or for- SAY TO US-SPEAK RIGHT UP Christ. I must first remind you posed to be a member of the 
warded to America West. 1 ask AND SAY IT-I WEARY OF THE that the “Anti-Christ” is NOT a Elite in that they see him as 
that they be held RIGHT HERE STUPID GAMES PLAYING OF single person. It is obvious, someone who can help them to 
until such time as response is THE ADVERSARY FOR YOU however, that there will be A secure control of the violatile 
offered-in open identification SHALL NOT DETER US FROM leader at some point, of armies Middle East. My guess is that 
and full confrontation for YOU OUR MISSION OF LIGHT; I and “doings”- I leave that to he is behind the Moslem upris- 
hide, child, behind the black CARE NOT WHO YOU THINK your puzzlement but this man ings in many parts of the former 
curtains and that curtain will YOURSELF TO BE-GREAT has certainly gone about his Soviet Union. I believe he is 
abandon you in the LIGHT of GURU OR IDIOT. THERE IS searching most carefully and maneuvering to get his own lead- 
TRUTH-evil promises great ONLY ONE TRUTH-TOLD IN A has interesting sharing for your ers in power in these states. 
thing-nly to abandon in the MYRIAD WAYS. THERE IS UL- attention. Thank you very And more i.mportantly, it is 
final thrust, those who confuse TIMATELY ONLY ONE ‘ANY- through this connection that he much, E. Paul C. for we all enjoy 
‘truth” with ‘magic” and drivel. THING” AND THE SOONER the sharing of information that intends to arm himself with the 
YOU HAVE JUST CONTRIB- YOU LEARN THAT a GREAT we, ourselves, might well have military might of the old Soviet 
UTED MORE TRUTH” IN PER- Union. LAW” THE SOONER YOU CAN overlooked in the unfolding and 
CEPTION TO YOUR FELLOW- BEGIN TO MAKE A BIT OF theremarkableamountof“non- And who is this man? 
MAN THAN YOU HAVE EVER PROGRESSOUTOFTHEMUCK news” and valid information. Note Nostradamus tells us that 
DONE BEFORE AND, FOR AND MIRE OF DARK IGNO- QUOTING: the Beast will first appear dur- 
THAT, I THANK YOU. MAN RANCE. YOU ARE NO LONGER July 23, 1992 ing an eclipse. Was there not an 
MUST LEARN TO READ AND ‘BABIES” AND I SHALL NO Dear Hatonn, Dharma, and eclipse on Jan. 5, 19923 And, 
MEASURE AGAINST ‘ALL IN- LONGER CATER TO SUCH Friends, at this time were not general 
FORMATION” OR HE SHALL SELF-INDULGENCE. SPEAK Let me first say that in electionscancelled in Algeria to 
NOT MAKE THE TRANSITION UP AND IDENTIFY OPENLY IF the 4 months I have been read- avoid victory by the Islamic Sal- 
INTO HIGHERREALMSATTHIS YOU WISH TO ADDRESS ME ing your paper, THE PHOENIX vation Front? This was the first 
CROSSING. WHO IS YOUR ORMINE. PONDERTHIS MOST LIBERATOR, I have learned a we (internationally) heardofthis 
FRIEND, BROTHERS, THE ONE CAREFULLY! great deal. Please keep up the leader, Abolkadah Hachari 
WHO GIVES YOU TRUTH TO good work and try to ignore the (spelling uncertain, heard this 
THE BEST OF OUR ABILITY TO ANOTHER VIEWPOINT AND hecklers and worse. It is indeed on radio). (H: I will say that 
PASS IT ON TO YOU, CONSID- ONE OF IMPORTANCE unfortunate that basic respect Dharma recognizes no such 
ERING THE TAMPERINGS OF for others is such a rare corn- name and has interrupted 
MAN-ORHE WHO GIVESYOU The point of literature is to modityin our times, herein to go and seq?hTe 
*WORDS” AND GARBAGE FOR urge you to attend ALL and then The ‘business reason” shall allow h&‘ to find ii a bit’ - 
YOUR INTELLIGENT AND REA- can the pieces be set to the for this letter is that I have later for she has no “leg up” 
SONING MINDS TO FEED tapestry. OnlythefmalPROPER changed addresses. Please on any of you 0th~ students. 
UPON? pieces will make the picture make note. Indeed, you will,all chuckle 

I care not which you choose whole. To buffer the lessons As I become more aware whenyourealizeyouDOknow 
for it is YOURS to be in the above, I would like to now share of someofwhat isgoingon, I feel the name.] He and his follow- 
choosing and discernment and another letter which arrived morecapableofpickingthrough ers were imprisoned. 
judgment ‘of actionsI (not yesterday. Even if the ‘conclu- the “Daily News” and reading Hachari took over the ISF 
man). I say this to you readers, sions” are not quite correct in between the lines. I would like (media uses FIS) in late Spring 
if you think that you can make all instances, this man is “think- to share some ideas along this of 199 1. According to 
ascension, transition and cross- ing and trying to come forth line on a particular subject. Nostradamus he was to have 
ing with naught but garbage for with correct thought lines-us- By reading America set up his computer network& 
fuel-then you shall be sorely ing MUCH information offered West’s CONVERSATIONS WITH April. 1991 and to then begin 
surprised and disappointed. by MANY ones and by sorting NOSTRADAMUS, I became his political career. Yes, this 
You will make it through en- that which “fits” from that aware of the potential for an- man is intimately involved in 
lightenment, doing of your which Ydoesnot”. HE USES, IN other MAJOR PLAYER in our computers and with the Elite 
homework, facing and acting OTHER WORDS, THE INFGR- planet’sunfolding scenario. He debit-card, laser code plan to 
according to the ‘WHAT IS” MATION GfVEAbNOT BLIND is the man who could be called internationalize finances and 
and coming into KNOWING! I BABBLINGS OF WHO. EVIL the Anti-Christ, the Hitler of human control. 
can help you or you may cast ITSELFISTHEBES’I’TEACHER WW-III if you will. (I personally Also, Nostradamus stated 
me aside along with Cod-but I IFYOU KNOW AND KNOWTHAT have no Christian leanings in that the man grooming the Anti- 
remind you that the time is at YOU KNOW. the current sense.) Anyway, by Christ for his upcoming mis- 
hand, the sorting underway-and I offer this so that all of you reading and using clues to think sion was himself behind the as- 
the “choosing” will be done. ‘?urious” inquiring minds about this man, I have the fol- sassination of Anwar Sadat. I 
You may do it in ignorance or might go study your own books lowing observations: may have heard on radio (it goes 
knowledg-ither way, it WILL and lessons and then your in- First, according to by so fast) that the ISF was 
BE DONE. formation can be shared and Nostradamus, this man should previously implicated in this 

You may cast bulletsorboul- perhaps conclusions drawn in be about 30 years old at this assassination as well! 
ders at my speakers and some measure of correct har- time. (Also Jeanne Dixon pre- Notice in Algeria how the 
scribes-but it is only YOU who mony. I am simply asking that dieted the man also, picked the power is not in the hands of the 
will perish in the ending of the this letter be reprinted and same birthdate, Feb. 1962, and government. It isthepolice who 
cycle of cause and effect. When shared. I intend ‘to make very said that at age 29-30 his im- are killed, the leaders who are 
one strikes out at the transcriber little comment as I have no in- pact would begin to be felt in the killed (Boudiaf, et al.), etc. Mean- 
and not the speaker-comes tention of so much as Ycorrect- world.) while, the poor, imprisoned ISF 
your first clue. of WHO brings ing” spelling of labels if they be 2nd: He (per Nostra- members wait to be swept into 
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power on the tide of popular 
unrest after having the elec- 
tions stolen from them, having 
been illegally imprisoned, etc. 
(The government is too scared 
even to bring them to trial.) The 
set-up seems very clear to me! 
Note also that Nostradamus 
predicted his local rise to power 
for August, 1992111 

Hachari, or whoever the 
Anti-Christ is, willwin the battle 
for top dog among the Elite. He 
will proceed to take the eco- 
nomic reins from the Elite and 
use them to carry out plans 
beyond even the evil presently 
being considered by the Top 
Dogs! 

In any case, it is my opin- 
ion that more attention should 
be paid to the connection of this 
man to what is unfolding. It is 
one more way to sort out the 
confusing signals coming in. 

I am interested to know if 
Hatonn has addressed this sub- 
ject in previousjournals. Iwould 
be more than happy if he wanted 
to use my letter as a spring- 
board to make comment him- 
self. Please reprint my letter in 
your paper in whole or in part 
for this purpose, if you wish. I 
could write more, but I know 
you already get a great deal of 
mail and are very busy. 

Thanks again for all you 
have taught me. Your article on 
Sumarian astronomy helped me 
to understand our Sister Moon 
better than I ever did and to give 
me new faith in my own spir- 
itual path. 

Much Love and God Feel- 
ings, 

E. Paul C. [He offers his 
name, but I shall hold it in 
privacy for the present. I 
think Nora might well enjoy 
doing a bit of %Uggingm on 
this subject. Thank you.] 

END OF QUOTING 
Chelas, the point is not 

“who” is the Anti-Christ. The 
point is to ‘think” and coalesce 
these thoughts into knowledge 
so that you can be in expecta- 
tion ofyour ENEMY. The “clues” 
are always GIVEN if you but 
seek them out and know how to 
measure the information. Bless- 
ings unto and upon you who 
share in open giving for it is 
through these paths that. truth 
can make its rising. 

I will not comment further at 
this time for the day grows short 

prior to a scheduled meeting provoking. Thank you. 
and we must leave the keyboard. Let us leave this as it is 
I will be happy to discuss this at lengthy indeed, and we must 
the gathering but I shall tell you move on. Peace, scribe, for no 
in advance: I shall not reveal the one offered you a “rose garden” 
conclusion for it is not for me to but in the ending, the roses 
do so. I do find- the deductions shall be wondrous! Salu. 
worthy of note and very thought Hatonn to clear. 

Pendulum Swing From 
Serious To Ridiculous 
8/ lo/92 #1 HATONN 

A CONFIRMATION OR TWO! 

Good morning and greetings 
in the Light of the Radiant ONE. 
May you be gentle in your jour- 
ney but unbending in the 
KNOWINGofyourpathinTruth. 
GOD gives that which is needed 
as that for which petition comes 
from the being w.ho asks in high- 
est good and honor. That which 
is asked for in greed and ill- 
intent will surely be given, in 
return, in KIND. If you always 
ask of GOD to lead and give in 
selfless intent for ‘brother”, 
then you can be assured of re- 
turn of goodness unto self. For 
that which you press upon 
brother is pressed at the very 
same instant-UPON SELF! 
ASK DESTRUCTION OF 
BROTHER ORPELLOW CRE- 
ATION, AND YOU SHALL BE 
SURELY DESTROYED IN LIKE 
MANNER-IT IS THE LAW OF 
THE UNIVERSAL CREATION. 
BE CAREFUL, THEREFORE, 
THAT WHICH YE ASK AND 
DO. SALU. 

HUMOR IN PRINT 

Take that which is written 
about ‘7& with humor in your 
receiving. Accept that which is 
taunting in KNOWING it will be 
eaten ‘as the Crow” when the 
tide washes back unto the send- 
ers of ridicule. I promise you of 
my team+he tide will wash 
back and your taunters WILL 
NOT HAVE THE LAST 
CHUCKLE!! THAT, FURTHER, 
MAY BE MORE QUICKLY 
NOTED THAN YOU MIGHT AT 
FIRST GUESS-YOURS IS NOT 
TO KNOW WHEN-ONLY 
“THAT”-IT SHALL BE SO. You 
must hold this KNOWING within 
your silent place, in good hu- 

mor and Light that you do not 
appear the foolish snob when 
the “proof’ is made quite clear. 
Is it OK to ask for that “proof”? 
Of course, chelas, HOW ELSE 
DO YOU THINK WE WILL BE 
ALLOWED TO GIVE SUCH 
PROOF? JUST ALWAYS ASK IN 
SUCH A MANNER THAT YOU 
DO NOT JEOPARDIZE OUR 
MISSION-ANDALWAYSBEIN- 
TROSPECTIVVE-FOR WHOM 
DOYOUWISHTHAT”PROOF’3 
IF IT BE FOR SELF-THEN 
WORK HARDER AT YOUR LES- 
SONS AND SEE WHERE YOU 
LACK UNDERSTANDING. 

Dharma, for instance, knows 
she “lacks it” in understanding 
and knows %he wants the proof 
for self”-BUT, we continue our 
work with the ‘KNOWING 
WITHIN” that rises above need 
for silly magic tricks and show- 
and-tellgamesand hoopla. Just 
be honest in your approach 
and-all of you-KNOW THAT 
YOU ARE FAR MORE WORTHY 
“WITHIN” THAN YOU REALIZE 
“WITHOUT”. GOD DOES 
KNOW AND UNDERSTAND-IN 
AND WITHIN SELF. REMEM- 
BER =THAT” TRUTH TO KEEP 
IT HOLY IN RELATIONSHIP- 
ANDALWAYSKNOWTHATTHE 
HUMAN “HOUSE” AND EGO 
IS A FULLY SEPARATE AND 
DIFFERENT BEING IN CRE- 
ATION-UTILIZING THE SAME 
MECHANICALLY PHYSICAL 
“VEHICLE” TO MAKE IT 
THROUGH SCHOOL. SALU. 

ITEM ONE: RCA BAN ON 
RECORDING 

following but is not sure how to 

There is a fine song-writer, 
we are told, who has written a 
song to this nation, U.S.A., 
called “WE MUST TAKE BACK 
AMERICA-. The sharer of this 
information has given us the 
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spell the name of the artist in 
point. I share as he gave it and 
you can research it for self- 
always, YOU must now begin to 
take up information and follow- 
through for it is YOUR JOUR- 
NEY in point-not MINE. G.S. 
tells us the name ‘soundsI like 
‘Steven HausI (house, hoss, 
etc.). This person is under full 
attack from the establishment 
and incredible ‘flack” from the 
recording and media industry. 
Major stations have been 
banned by order to NOT PLAY 
THE SONG and RCA has pulled 
the song and will not let the 
artist have it back. The artist 
has a toll-free number for sup- 
port and help. (Our people will 
efiort to supply you with that 
number, but surely one of your 
readers willjind it more quickly 
and please, phone it in to the 
Editors. Thank you for THIS is 
thewaythenetumrkcanwork It 
requires each and all to share, 
network and make a wntdm- 
tion at every oppo&.mity for gb 
ing wnjimations, i.e., the fol- 
10wiru.J:) 

TEENAGERS’ FEAR ABOUT 
PHOTON BELT/RADIATION 

BELT IGNlTIOlV 

I have remarkable coinci- 
dence this day-letters from 
‘teens” who are sharing top- 
secret information. One shares 
direct information from parents 
who WORK within THE SYS- 
TEM and on the very projects in 
point. THE PARENTS WERE 
TOO INTIMIDATED UNDER DI- 
RECTTHREATTO SHARE&THE 
CHILD DOES SO WITHOUT 
ASKING ANONYMITY-I KEEP 
THE SILENCE AND SECURITY 
FOR PROTECTION. The other 
information also bears a label 
but requests’ silence. I would 
say these are very mature teen- 
agers who live in circumstances 
where THEY CAN KNOW WHAT 
IS TRANSPIRING AND ARE 
SCAREDTO DEATH FORTHEIR 
FUTURE EXPERIENCE. 

TERN SETUP, THAT.1 *DON’T 

The fact in point is that ones 
working on the projects them- 
selves say that the ‘Photon Belt” 
‘9’~oJECT’ IS THE MOST SE- 
CRET PROJECT EVER. IT IS 
ALSO CONNECTED TO 
“SOMETHING” CALLED THE 
“BLACK-BIRD” PROJECT IN 
“SOME SORT OF ‘GRID’ PAT- 
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QUITE UNDERSTAND”. “I 
didn’t know who else I could 
trust to tell-my folks get copies 
of the LIBERATOR for most is- 
sues, but they are ordered to 
keep silent. I know that it will 
be terrible and I am so scared 
we are all going to die and I don’t 
want to die, sir . . . . . ‘. Please tell 
me what to debut don’t mail it 
here because it will get my par- 
ents killed.” Precious, you are 
honored and you have done 
that which is the only th,ing 
you can do. Hold to Truth, 
son, and YOU wiIl find protec- 
tion. Your nation and world 
stand at the crossroads and 
the way must be chosen in 
direction. God hears and re- 
ceives ALL and your daring 
document wiII be destroyed, 
burned, and ashes destroyed. 
Thank you and your fellow- 
man wilI one day come to 
recognize that which you have 
offered of self-for him. “I 
hear them also speaking about 
NASA and ignition of the ‘radio- 
active’ belt-they call it 
somebody’s name that I don’t 
know. I think it may be the one 
you have written about but I 
don’t know enough about it to 
be sure. Would you check on it, 
please sir? Please, may I ask 
that you will transport my fam- 
ily and me to some safe place 
because we don’t have anything 
to do about these terrible things 
but my folks can’t do anything 
about it or they will be ‘taken’ 
and arrested and we think they 
would be killed if anyone finds 
out. God, I am so scared and I 
know that it is earth people 
doing this and terrorizing us 
but I don’t know what to do, sir. 
Please help us. I am scared for 
you to use my name so if you 
would please just use my ini- 
tials, I would thank you very 
much and maybe not give our 
location because we are watched 
all the time. I hope this gets to 
you because I am mailing it 
somewhere else--our mail is 
messed up so I think it is 
watched. I sure do thank you, 
sir, for reading this because I 
don’t know anywhere else to go 
and my folks are right into this 
mess-but thankgoodness, not 
in headquarters or at top-level. 
There are hundreds of people 
who are working in there that 
know all about this and can’t do 
anything about it. I am real 

sorry that everybody laughs at 
you and the information be- 
cause this is really ‘real’ and I 
can’t sleep at night because I 
don’t expect to wake up and if I 
do, I think I will be blind be- 
cause my folks got eye protec- 
tion that we have to keep with 
us ALL THE TIME, even as we 
sleep. Sir, I haven’t read your 
papers very much but I hear my 
folks talking and I know what- 
ever you are writing must be 
true-because my Dad says it 
IS and everybody ‘better wake 
up’or ‘what is coming down will 
blow away our planet.’ 

“Is it alright to be scared? I 
am 13- l/2 and I paid attention 
in physics and chemistry-but I 
don’t think I studied hard 
enough because they didn’t tell 
us anything about all this stuff. 

‘I sure do hope you can do 
something-even like tell the 
people. Every day I think it may 
be our last minute. Can you get 
this to God, sir? Thank you! I 
sure do appreciate it if you can. 
I don’t guess I know who God is 
but maybe you do because my 
folks say he ain’t in the church- 
house but is somehow traveling 
around with you people. I sure 
hope he will do something be- 
cause my Dad says it is getting 
worse and worse down here. 

Thank you a lot, sir, and I 
hope that THAT GOD takes care 
of you, too. Yes sir, I sure do 
hope so. Is it alright that I am so 
old now and still get scared re- 
ally far-out? I guess it isn’t very 
cool and I should maybe just 
chill out like the guys say-but 
I can’t seem to get rid of it. I’m 
trying to be real good, like I used 
to get before Christmas-so 
maybe you will listen. I hope so. 
I hope the Force is with you, sir, 
if there is one because we sure 
do need it. 

“I most sincerely thank you, 
sir-I’m trying to be respectful 
so you know I mean it.” 

*** 
If that cry from your own 

babies doesn’t touch you, 
readers,WHATHAVEYELEFT 
TO CAUSE YOU TO HEAR? 
Please also be kind to me, old 
Hatonn, for I can hardly bear it 
and I too must wait and see. I 
can only promise to bring GOD’S 
PEOPLE INTO SECURITY WHEN 
THE TIME IS RIGHT TO COME 
HOME and it shall have to be 
enough-for GOD IS SUFFI- 

CIENT! 
FROM THE MOUTHS OF 

BABES COMES TRUTH-MAY 
YOU BE GIVEN TO HEAR IT. TO 
YOU PARENTS WHO MAY OR 
MAY NOT EVER KNOW WHO IS 
THIS CHILD-I HONOR YOU 
FOR THAT WHICH YOU HAVE 
GIVEN HIM-TRUTH, 
STRENGTH AND RESPECT TO 
HIGHERCREATOR-HE KNEW 
THE DFFE~NCEI I SALUTE 
YOU. 

course, readers, if you have not 
bothered to read guidelines then 
this is an excellent example of 
HOW you can be HAD most 
foolishly indeed. YOU MUST 
WATCH EVERY CLUE AND 
THESE DOCUMENTS START 
RIGHT OFF WITH THE FIRST 
AND MAJOR CLUE: COPY- 
RIGHT WARNING. 

The other child said almost 
the same thing regarding “how 
he/she came into knowledge of 
events”-but simply asked me 
to be like “Scatty” and “Beam 
us Up” because “...it looks like 
the only way off this awful place 
when they finally set it on tire!” 
Anybody ‘HOT” UNDER THE 
COLLAR YET? Indeed, it is 
time to stop throwing stones at 
Truth and possible truth-and 
get some leadership in your 
nation-or a lot more is going to 
be ‘hot” than under your col- 
lar. So be it. 

8/10/92 #2 HATONN 

STUPID, FALSE AND DAN- 
GEROUS DISINFORMATION 

In your circles of “fun and 
games” for gain, information, 
disinformation, misinformation 
and total B.S. come ones who, 
for the life of me, are beyond 
understanding, and who, while 
denouncing total Truth given in 
reason and logic, are believed, 
given credibility and honor IN 
SPITE OF ‘NO” REASON. 

If you offer TRUTH which 
you want ‘to share”, it IS truth 
in fact-and cannot be of copy- 
right value--it becomes ‘NEWS’ 
and property (already) of the 
public by its sheer “natural law” 
presentment. I realize that 
“publishers” must utilize a 
“form” of copyright to get listed 
in the Library of Congress-and 
in order for readers to “track” 
and find out-of-print documents 
or locate ‘in-print” documents 
through listings. To ‘warn of 
prosecution for sharing ANY 
PORTION of a d ocument pre- 
sented as TRUTH, if shared in 
any manner-SPEAKS LOUD- 
LY AND CLEARLY THAT IT IS 
INDEED,AT MOST, ONLY PAR- 
TIAL TRUTH AND MOSTLY 
LIE-ALONG WITH BEING IN- 
FORMATION (REPRESENT- 
INGTRUTH) BEING GLEANED 
FROM UOTHERS’” WRITINGS 
OR SPEAKING& 

I sincerely appreciate ones 
who share such information 
being passed around as valid. 
Sometimes the insult is so bla- 
tant that I will not keep silent 
and allow even a hint of validity 
to be given such documents. I 
do this because I want ones 
sharing of such information to 
not assume because I decline 
response or denial-that I some- 
how approve validity of such 
garbage. 

The documents under sub- 
ject are called: (I wonder if this 
listing of title is also copy- 
righted?) THE HEERMAN RE- 
SEARCH PAPERS, by David Lee 
Heerman. In the first place, this 
is NOT the man’s name nor is it 
valid information in any form. 
Even the information which IS 
valid is gleaned from other pre- 
sentations and structured in 
such manner as to render it 
useless except for very dark 
causes. I will be most pleased to 
take this up with the author in 
point but it is difficult to do an 
adequate public job with such 
threat of lawsuit if I even quote 
his work-for discussion. 
WHEN ONE PRINTS TRUTH 
HE DESIRES USE OF HIS 
MATERIAL FAR AND WIDE 
AND UNTO THE CORNERS OF 
THE EARTH FOR CREDIT TO 
MANKIND AND, USUALLY, 
EVEN TO A VERY BIG EGO 
STATUS. ONLY FALSE PRE- 
SENTMENTS ARE HIDDEN 
AND THREATS AND WARN- 
INGS STATED RIGHT AT THE 
ONSET REGARDING THE MA- 
TERIAL. THEINTENTOFTHIS 

What has come to me as 
simple inquiry in the form of 
sharing is worthy of noting to 
ALL of you readers so that you 
can be discerning in that which 
comes to you for attention. It is 
SIMPLY AND PURELY using 
guidelines for self in every in- 
stance--then, you need no other 
input to discern credibility. Of ~- 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 
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MATERIAL IS TOTALLY EVIL READY HAVE THREE FULL- 
IN PROJECTION, UNTRUE VIEW CLUESANDYOUARENT 
AND TOTALLY WITHOUT EVEN THROUGH THE FIRST 
HONOR IN ANY MANNER. HALF OF PAGE NUMBER 1. 

THERE ARE AT LEAST 20 
“PSYCHIC RESEARCH”- OTHER FULL-BLOWN CLUES 

THE NOSTRADAMUS TO THE FALSENESS OF THE 
TECHNIQUE; “NOSTECH” DOCUMENT WITHIN THOSE 

SAME LINES OF PRINT WITH- 
My, my, I certainly do hope OUTKNOWINGINTENTATALL, 

the “copyright” laws work in TO BEGIN WITH. 
this case for it is both absurd 
and a disgusting insult to one BASES AND FINDING 
seer, Nostra-Damian, if not out- THESE BASES 
rage on behalf of an honorable 
and insighted Nostradamus. So This ‘NosTech” ‘authority” 
far, Nostradamus has been right tells you *how” to locate these 
on target-it is IN TRANSLA- bases and let us see if I can be 
TION AND LACK OF ADEQUATE accurate without using more 
DECIPHERING that any of than short sentences to ensure 
Nostradamus’ work is found to non-copyright infringement: 
be off “timing” and/or ‘incor- Hecontinuesregardingthese 
rect”. MM has been unable to clues, “All of which presented 
properly decipher Nostradamus here have the qame criteria for 
any better than you did John in what I present as “Gray Alien 
Revelation. Bases”. That criteria being: 

These papers in point today 1. The presence of the alien 
are 99% total foolishness cov- itself in what I refer to as a 
ered over by 1% valid informa- @Tingle Field”. p: Tingle 
tion. You could, if I had permis- field? Tingle fleld?(??) 
sion to share it with you (WHICH, Does this mean you 
OF COURSE, I DO NOT!) find “tingle” if you come into 
the useful information right off the “presence” of, say, an 
at the first reading and simply unpapered Italian, Greek, 
discard the falseness. How- Mexican, Canadian? You 
ever, it is intended that you take certainly WILL NOT 
within the lies and cast out the %uglen in the presence of 
truth-so be it. an extraterrestrial-UN- 

This man says he has, LESS THAT EXTRATER- 
through Nostech, isolated loca- RESTRIAL WANTS YOU TO 
tions of an interconnected sys- UTINGLE”. Now, if you 
tern of outposts in and around, want to utingle”-simply 
specifically, Los Angeles-where go stand under a high- 
is alien life. (We assume he power transport Bne or in 
actually means ‘extraterres- the aura radiation of a mi- 
trial” presence, for I assume crowaveortelevisiontrans- 
that in all locations IN mitter. You WOULD NOT 
AMERIU, YOU WILL CER- pick up “tingling” as such 
T-Y FIND %LJWV” LIFE from an extraterrestrial 
SINCE THAT IS WHAT unless HE is communicat- 
AMERICA ISALJIABOUT? ing it to you INTENTION- 

Next this man goes on to ALLY. “IF”, indeed, there 
“reveal” “Gray Alien Bases”. was a whole base full of 
Oh, this is also impossible B.S. these beings-THEY 
If there are ‘Gray Aliens” or any WOULD NOT “TINGLE” 
other kind of “aliens” they are NOR SEND SUCH STUPID 
MAN-BASES. IF IT BE IN THE SIGNALS FOR DISCOVERY. 
PHYSICAL PLANE-IT IS “MAN” YOU ARE NOW TALKING 
MANUFACTURED IF IT HAS ABOUT DEALING WITH 
ANY NEGATIVE IMPACT ON “INTELLIGENT” LIFE- 
‘SOUL”. REMEMBER, “EVIL” FORM OF WHICH THERE 
ISAMANUFACT’URE OFMAN- IS VERY LITTLE ON YOUR 
GOD CREATES-EVIL MUST PLANET.] 
UTILIZE THAT WHICH IS AL- 2. A system of energy trans- 
READY CREATED. MAN CAN fer and manipulation 
MANUFACTURE FROM THAT through simple materials 
WHICH IS ALREADY CRE- (Stone). [H: Gads, chelas, 
ATED-BUT NOW, YOU AL- how else do you utransfer 

energy”? The most simple 
material, I suppose, being 
simple”atmospheric” pho- 
tons, particums and 
electroms. No wonder you 
sincere researchers get 
ridiculed and discounted- 
YOU ALLOW THIS KIND OF 
GARBAGE TO BE PRO- 
TECTED AND SCATTERED 
ABOUTASSOMETHINGOF 
VALUE. WHEN WILL YOU 
“GROUPS” CLEAN UP 
YOUR HOUSE? IT IS AS 
WITH MEDICINE AND DOC- 
TORS-IF YOU HAVE 
QUACKS WITHIN-WHY 
DO YOU NOT GET THEM 
OUT? YOU FEED THE 
DISINFORMATION NET- 
WORK AND THEREBY 
KEEP IT ALIVE AND WELL 
IN MISINFORMATION AND 
THE WHOLE IS DE- 
STROYEDBYTHE“PART”. 
You DO NOT, however, de- 
stroy the man-you show 
the incorrect information 
for that which it is and the 
uman” will take proper sta- 
tus without judgment of 
same. Judge information, 
not MAN. I, FURTHER, 
WANT NO MAN TO TAKE 
MY INFORMATION BE- 
CAUSE OF ANY OTHER 
REASON THAN THAT IT BE 
TRUTH-BY PERSON OR 
BEING IS OF NO CONSE- 
QUENCE WHATSOEVER- 
AND WE DO NOT COPY- 
RIGHT OUR MATE- 
WE ASK THAT IT BE 
SPREAD IN ANY MANNER 
POSSIBLE TO THE FOUR 
CORNERS OF THE FULL 
UNIVERSE-ANYWAY YOU 
CAN GET IT OUT THERE- 
IT WILL STAND INTO IN- 
FINITY AND WE WELCOME 
ALL A‘lTENTION SO THAT 
THAT MIGHT BE SEEN BY 
EVERYONE EVERY- 
WHERE!] 
3. Interactions of energy 
between multiple sources 
with human body fields as 
one of them. [H: Says noth- 
ing and means less, if pos- 
sible.] 
4. Some type of old align- 
ment system such as ritual 
circles pointing to areas like 
51, and S4. [H: Ritual 
‘circles? Extraterrestrials 
do not use RITUALS OR 
RITUAL CIRCLES. Those 
Uritualsn are things of hu- 

man expression in human 
format. If WE leave mark- 
ings-they are NOT ritual- 
istic-they are exactly 
what they appear to be, 
SIGNS and effort at com- 
munication in understand- 
able form. They will-be 
intended for specific ones 
and those ones RECEIVE 
THE MESSAGE LOUD AND 
CLEAR-THEY ARE NOT 
FOR EVERYONE AND THE 
ONES WHO DO RECEIVE 
ARE INTELLIGENT 
ENOUGH TO KNOW THE 
DIFFERENCE. 
5. Evidence of ritual sacri- 
fice of a& kinds of living ani- 
mals on the sites. [H: 
Extraterrestrials are inter-. 
ligent enough to get to your 
planet-that means they 
are intelligent enough to 
work within the Laws of 
GOD AND CREATION. GOD 
CREATES-HE DOES NOT 
SACRIFICE (KILL, MAIM 
OR TORTURE) ANY OF HIS 
PRECIOUS CREATIONS. 
THIS STATEMENT CAN 
ONLY PROVE IGNORANCE 
AT BEST, INTENTIONAL 
MISINFORMATION AT 
WORST. If there are such 
‘ritual circles pointing 
to....n specific areas-it is 
intentional and IT IS OF 

u-1 
6. The sights [sic, sic- 
“sites” perhaps?] themselves 
as some type of functioning 
device, usually multipur- 
pose. [H: Do you ACTU- 
ALLY THINK GOD WOULD 
CHOOSE SUCH AN INEPT 
SPEAKERFORTRUTH? IF, 
indeed, the receiver is hon- 
est in his Ureceiviug” then 
the rpeaker giving forth 
the information through 
this receiver resource+& 
pretty seriously involved 
with DARK reprerenta- 
tives-FOR THUS FAR- 
THEREISNOTONESINGLE 
FACTUAL PRESENT- 
MENT-NOT ONE!] 
7. Some type of vertical en- 
ergy system pointing up- 
ward. p: This one eludes 
me totally. What in the 
name of reason is a “type 
ofverticalenergy system”? 
Ponder point: IS NOT EV- 
ERY SYSTEM AT LEAST 
BOTH VERTICAL AND LIN- 
EAR AS IN HORIZONTAL 
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AND VERTICAL IN DIMEN- placements?“] make computer nothings and one who claims to speak by and 
SION? YOUCANNOT HAVE Please, readers, do not mis- drawings of half-truthful infor- of the “Pleiadians”. Again, the 
ASYSTE%¶OFVERTICAL* understand what I do here for I mation-THEN, takes a valid information must be MEA- 
WITHOUT ONE OF HORI- am only still on page one of this mapping of a large area, includ- SURED against the LAWS and 
ZONTAL, LIKEWISE. IF foolish projection. This is NOT ing Los Angeles, and presents wherein the laws are ‘broken” 
YOU UTILIZE LIMITATION written in absurd manner-it is THE underground tunnel sys- in presentation-they are not of 
OF “SPACE” THEN THE written with full intention of tern which is indeed valid. the HOSTS from Pleiades. 
LEASTYOUCANHAVEARE sucking you unsuspecting GOOD LUCK, READERS. Of We need a break, Dharma, 
“TWO” DIMENSIONS, ‘searchers” within a mind-warp course, he labels this valid map and then we shall take up this 
THEREFORE, YOUR field of confusion. It is always ofanother, “Heerman Research subject in point. For each must 
SPEAKER HAS GIVEN YOU, UP TO EACH how this informa- Papers”. He then presents a learn to ‘discern” and “judge” 
AGAIN, ZERO, NOTHING, tion will be received. It is time rather interesting and some- that which is given. Please do 
WI you start measuring, with rea- what insightful showingof’crop not =judge” the persons who 
Ah, this writer goes on to son, every piece of information circles”, etc. He actually hits project for perhaps it is given 

say: ’ Important note: The pres- you receive. The only way to upon the reason for them and FOR YOUR OWN LESSONS TO 
ence of these aliens is & lim- measure that information is then discounts the message by LEARN PROPER DIS- 
ited to these sights [sic, sic]. against TRUTH and those re- false and intentionallv inputted CERNMENT AND JUDGMENT 
They can also be found in build- sources are few and very far disinformation of a most ab- IN ACTIONS AND PRESENTA- 
ings, dwellings, and other places between-in whole. We offer surd type. He does not even TIONS. YOU KNOW NOT THE 
around L.A. They tend to stay in that which we can, but we do realize he has been FED (GIVEN) CONTRACI’OFANOTHER, USE 
dark dry places such as closets, not force or coerce so you must FALSE INPUT-this being even THAT WHICH IS GIVEN IN 
ceiling comers, under desks and utilize inner KNOWING and then “worse” as I discern the situa- PROPERNESS AND YOU HAVE 
beds, or in the shade of bushes.” carefully gain information oryou tion to be. NO PROBLEM EITHER WAY. 
[H: Do you really think, rea- will be buried by this type of One of the oth& documents PONDER IT. 
sonably, that exterrestrials of disinformation sent forth to trap provided for my attention is Thank you, I shall step aside 
“intelligent life-for& would you. more difficult to speak about. It and await your return. 
be in ANY of these stupid This author then goes on to comes as a presentation from Hatonn to clear. 

America Has Forgotten 
Her Spiritual Heritage 

S/11/92 Wl HATONN journey home or to ‘lost land”, KNOW and tell them. They are us, HE used a part of HIS heart 
you must take action or perish. the Grandfathers and Grand- in each one of us-He now wants 

There were times upon your The spiritual heritage of mothers of tomorrow and you his heart to return to HIM. 
place as dark and painful as American people is HERE. It havegivenawaytomorrow. You Moment by moment He sends 
this day in which you experi- has gone nowhere-YOU HAVE have forgotten the “Laws”. Not down His love to us wherever we 
ence. It was mixed with glory GONETO SLEEP, PURELY AND those putrid laws set forth by might be. And He asks that we 
and wonder for those who could SIMPLY. The heritage has not MAN who controls with power carry out the duties that we 
see. But, it allowed evil to take been extinguished-only cov- and force-but God’s Laws were directed to perform. And 
foothold in the garden of apathy ered over by the dank curtains which govern MAN’s soul and for this we are very grateful. So 
and forgetfulness and today you of illusion deliberately drawn- spirit. The supreme Law of the let us put our minds together as 
have forgotten. the vision blinded by the glare land is the Great Spirit’s, not one and try to be the people that 

You have forgotten to the of lies, greed and stupor. Man’s. . He wants us to be. And let it be 
extent that your children and The spiritual fire still has The Native Americans RE- that way.... 
now your grandchildren do not embers and can still bum if MEMBER. A couple of centu- It is not enough to ‘looK for 
know for you have given them fanned and tended. It is beck- ries ago the Creator saw that wisdom. Wisdom comes only 
nothing to remember. It only oning for America, indeed the even they, the Wisdom Keepers, when you stop looking for it and 
requires three generations and world, to come closer, to listen, were wandering from theirways start truly living the life the 
the change is made-the brains to learn, and to share in its because of the changes the Creator intended for you. 
trained and taken. You are now warmth and comfort. It is time White Man had brought. So He You ask for signs of “proof”, 
into your fourth gen’eration of that the curtains be drawn sent a message to those sent magic whirlwinds and silver- 
these deliberate mesmer- back-from the ones of dark- again to remember andlead the winged angels; you ask for 
izations. You have enteredZom- ness to the steel, iron, bamboo “people” back into Creator’s miracles to “f= it all”. No- 
bie-land. and buckskin. It is time and path. Now it is time for us to YOU are the miracle and if you 

There are those of you, how- you must KNOW it.. . . Teach the pull our minds together as one look around unto that which 
ever, who DO REMEMBER and Children. You MUST provide a and thank those who give unto Creator has given in “PROOF” 
are awakening to the horror of place for them in which they the spillage of their own physi- unto you, the scales shall be 
thedamage heapedon MANcivi- can do their work, their mis- cal life blood to show the way. lifted from your eyes and YOU 
lization and, faced now with the sion. This means that you must When the Creator created will again see your direction. 
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Until you can truly SEE-a 
miracle would be wasted upon 
your blindness-for YOU ARE 
THE MIRACLE FOR WHICH 
YOU SEEK. AHO. 

Get out your tissues and 
hankies for I am going to share 
a letter from ‘Old Charley, a 
Vet, and his ‘getting-old’friends 
who hurt more than anyone 
knows”. I KNOW, BROTHER- 
I KNOW! 

QUOTINO: 
Would Hatonn listen even 

though we don’t consider our- 
selves stupid? You have told 
us, on page 5, June 16, PL: 

‘Greed and envy within 
perceptions of falseness shall 
ever be the way of it.” Then you 
quote, “Forgive us our debts, as 
we forgive our debtors”-and- 
“for it is not for you to judge 
another and you must have com- 
passion for another who feels 
need to bring pain upon his 
brethren.” Later on you say“... 
that the enemy is stationed 
among you and yet you trust all 
as if they be chosen directly of 
God-NO-MAN CHOOSES 
FOR SELF AND IT IS YOU WHO 
MUST COME TO CONFRONT 
THE EVIL PRESENCE.” 

[H: Please pay careful at- 
tention to this which follows 
for these are the ugrandfa- 

them” trying to lead, trying 
to serve after having served, 
filled with pain and not know- 
ing how to reweave the tat- 
teredthreads into whole cloth. 
Those you trusted to be 
Uwisdomkeepers” betrayed 
you and thus, your children, 
your heritage and your world. 
This is a cry out of the de- 
spair-but a willingness to go 
on. The message to be found 
herein is that W GOD will 
somehow LEAD-w swillhear 
and do.” GOD IS LEADING, 
GOD IS SENDING FORTH IN 
RESPONSE TO YOUR PETI- 
TIONS-WILL YOU REC- 
OGNIZE THE GIFT? THE 
GREATEST GIFT AT THE MO- 
MENT IS IN THE FORM OF A 
SIMPLE MAN-A WARRIOR- 
TO LEAD A PEOPLE AND NA- 
TION BACK TO ONE NATION 
UNDER GOD WITH LIBERTY 
AND JUSTICE FOR ALL. It is 
the first step, dear ones-the 
fust unsteady step to recov- 
ery BUT YOU CAN DO IT! 
TOGETHER WE SHALL DO IT1 
GODWILLNEVERLEAVEYOU 

ALONE IF YOU BUT LISTEN IN camps??? WHY? that word can 
LOVEANDACT. THEACTIONS be hollered a thousand times 
MUST BE WITHOUT THE and there is no answer but fear 
GUNS AND SWORDS-THE from the people who can be 
WEAPONS “TRUTH” AND THE hauled around mentally by the 
WIPING AWAY OF THE LIES IRS by the thousandseveryyear 
AND CLEVERDECEITS. HATE so as to collect more billions. 
IMMOBILIZES AND FOCUSES Didn’t Perot sell the government 
ON THE VERY ASPECT OF computers etc. as his part to- 
ACTION WHICH DESTROYS. wardswealth and did he not say 
DESPISE AND LOATHE YOUR the IRS needed a better com- 
ENEMYOFGOD-BUTDO NOT puter to collect more billions? 
WASTE YOUR BEING MD For what? More social -pro- 
SERVICE THROUGH THE grams for the non taxpayers to 
LUXURY OF “HATE* FOR bankrupt taxpayers? Why 
HATE ONLY DESTROYS THE shouldn’t we hate those who 
BEARER-NOTTHE OBJECT. have stolen from us for years 
TRUTH IS FAR WISER THAN and keep on, the same theft 
THE SWORD. THE PEN FAR program for fifty years-but the 
MIGHTIER THAN THE President signs a hate-law that 
SWORD-AND THE ENEMY’S makes it a crime to hate the 
DEMISE FAR MORE PERFECT evil-what we as an individual 
THAN WITH THE SWORD. believes now becomes evil-in 
PONDER IT CAREFULLY FOR other words that is thought- 
YOUR SUCCESS IN THIS control as ifwe were robots to be 
BATTLE DEPENDS UPON IT.] used as anything the govem- 

We know the FRS (Fed- ment, now the foreign UN-can 
eral Reserve System) was formed think about-this world govem- 
by greedy internationalists and ment-to hand out any disease 
Congress accepted their fraud or any law to take from us what 
against the people of our coun- we had in our right to own pri- 
try. We do not forgive them and vate property. We have nothing 
wedo judge them as thieves and to live for anymore and if we 
crooks who have bankrupted dare think or hate or lose our 
our nation and our people, and compassion for the evil-etc.- 
that goes for the two houses of thousands of laws yearly in 
Congress whose members have states and cities and counties 
refused for 79 years to clean up and the federal defacto-govem- 
that fraud. ment-and we only need the 

We do not forgive those Ten Commandments and the 
who stole billions from our So- Golden Rule-they would have 
cial Security Fund which be- given us national and individual 
longed to the working people honor and honesty. If you are 
who paid into it for their old age. God, Hatonn, why haven’t you 
We judge those who stole this in that capacity made the crooks 
money as thieves and money and criminals pay by stopping 
criminals and they ought to pay them from prospering on and 
for their type of sins. People are on for fifty or more years? Do 
no longer sovereign as individual not jump on us for asking that 
human beings and our nation is question-why can’t the truth 
now nothing but a puppet for be told tomake the thieves found 
the UN (the Trojan Horse within out? Even the little papers which 
our gates) and our Presidents have told us the truth have to go 
even go to the UN to sign papers out of business, the editor dies 
to give the UN dictatorship over or something sad and hurting 
our people in our own home- results-why to the truthful- 
land and the people are not why not the mean? 
allowed to do anything about Nearly 60 thousand died 
such treason because they have in the Vietnam war, for what? A 
FEMA to aid a foreign police “peace prize” for Kissingerwho 
state in our own states and tit- said “g win is not desirable”. 
ies and on our farm lands. Why He humiliated our military and 
don’t the TV networks tell the our nation but he gets more and 
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our country-now the Russians 
are inside and ready, who WILL 
THE COMMUNIST UN PRO- 
TECT? Who runsthe Churches 
where there are no morals, no 
decency, anymore? Where are 
all these ‘ologies” coming from? 
Old Hubbard, remember him- 
his Dianeticrhis getting rich 
at it-and it cons on and on- 
did they also say Christ only got 
as far as ‘cleared” and never 
reached the next ‘whatever” 
that is-and there’s Satan too- 
and even scientists manufac- 
turing a human-headed horse, 
and how about this dolphin with 
ARMS? Who allowed those 
Russian criminals here and 
other aliens. WHO? WHY? 

Who ARE those Freema- 
sons and who are those British 
who are always in the bushes 
and ready with another plan for 
the world-why did the Queen 
come here and go to Commu- 
nist China after the Brits had 
done a dope-job on mainland 
China long ago? Old Cecil 
Rhodes must be wheeling in his 
grave that those colonies may 
now be taken back as both the 
colonies and the GREAT Britain 
are now bankrupt and they 
might merge to shed more-tears 
together and then grab other 
territory-r will Israel have 
done it ahead of them? Tavistock 
is waiting, anyway. 

How can there be any 
hope for the people when the 
government itself won’t do their 
jobs to represent us, the people? 
Carter gave our Canal, our ship- 
ping lifeline to the communist, 
Torrijos, and the Senate went 
along with that sellout and even 
paid the recipients to take it. 
Some of those Senators still 
draw pay, one of them being 
Sam Nunn of Georgia who is 
head of the Armed Service Com- 
mittee. And that’s what hap- 
pens to those who betray us- 
why? 

When we are invaded from 
the north end or t?om our south- 
em border we will be unable to 
fight for our own country be- 
cause the UN will have taken 
over because they have been 
given the power by several Presi- 
dents and those EOs (Executive 
Orders) are loaded with ways to truth? Because the banks might more power to control our na- 

not let them get to their tion and its people. Where will take over the people to make 
money??? Or, they will be re- Israel occupy within our coun- them serfs and sIaves on their 
paid in some big way and be try-our nation and its people. own properties. 
saved from the concentration Where will Israel occupy within And we are supposed to 

, ., 
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forgive and not judge these fi- tion of creation. Little Crow, I 
nancial monsters and others 
who have betrayed us? We 
should have the right to make 
the punishment to fit the 
crimes-that there never could 
be another S&L scandal to bur- 
den down the taxpayers-make 
those who stole the money pay 
back every cent - 

Preparations And Background 

refrain from calling you Sioux 
in my private communion-for 
that is White Man’s name for 
you-you are Lakota and GOD 
named you “people” and ‘hu- 
man” and if you do not step 
forward soon, son, to tell the 
people how it is--for now we 
have brought forth a “forum” 
in which to begin to be heard 
throughout the- lands-then I 
shall have to do it and it is not 
given unto ME. It isYOUR task, 
given from Eternal Spirit unto 
you. Ah, you said to Dharma, 
brief years past as you recog- 
nized the call--“. . .what we do 
shall change the world as we 
know it!” She laughed for she 
could not see. It is time to take 
up the challenge and lead the 
way for you are in a *hopeless” 
land of pain and slavery-LET 
MY PEOPLE FREE! AHO! 

Dharma, close this for I have 
other for you to do but we shall 
return to this today. It the time 
of calling to the warriors-the 
gathering of the Eagles for the 
Phoenix rises and so shall HE 
bring our tribes home. It is a 
time of valor beyond all which 
has come before. It is time for 
Great Wisdom as never before. 
Have the people not waited long 
enough for the leaders to come 
and set them free? They must 
cut the bonds which bind 
them-but they have forgotten 
how. It must be told from the 
ones who can remember-to 
lead-and it must be through 
the WORD as given through the 
Spirit of Being in the eternal 
link of GOD AND MAN. 

As you ones serve and face 
odds so great as to bewilder the 
angels themselves, I see your 
fatigue, and often, despair. 
NO-you shall not be given into 
the trap of selfishnes*forYOU 
ONES HAVE COME TO SERVE 
AND BRING THE LIGHT UNTO 
THE DARK PASSAGES-I do not 
release you from your commit- 
ment-we will see the journey 
THROUGH. So be it. 

I stand aside that you might 

Bo Gritz Rally 

8112192 12 HATONN fasting with great sincerity- 
however, keep the body fueled 

We want to thank you for 
the Journals etc., you have put 
out with many truths for few 
will believe them until every- 
thing personal has gone and 
then it will be too late. 

Maybe you will never have 
time to read anything from 
people like us, but as long as 
some truths come out, we will 
read them if we can find the 
money to buy them. 

We thank you. 
Old Charley, a Vet, and 

his getting old friends who hurt 
more than anyone knows. 

IT IS TIME TO TELL YOU and let’s recognize that herein 
lies God’s answer to the ‘call”. 

This exercise we are offering It is your first MAJOR lesson in 
you is IN DIRECT ANSWER TO PRAYER RESPONSE RECOG- 
THE PRAYERS AND OF- NITION. You see, it takes only 
FERINGS UNTO GOD FORHELP ONE-but it sure helps to have 
IN THE POW RECOVERY. DO MANY! I suggest we have our 
NOT MISS THE RESPOH OWNPOW/MIAhearing-where 
As always-God presents the it counts-with WE-THE- 
opportunity-YOU DO THE PEOPLE and the ones- who 
WORK! KNOW THE STORY. WE WILL 

This is NOT a political rally of MEET ALL NIGHT IF REOUIRED 
some kind. This is a gathering TO GET IT DONE! 
of crippled Eagles pulled down YOU ARE GOING TO SEE 
by the ‘hunters” and killers of GOD AT WORK. 
the human species. We need NO SELF-IMPOR- 

This is being set up for all TANT PEOPLE; WE NEED “DO- 
END OF QUOTING 

FROM THE ONONDAGA 

(I . . . . as the Creator looked 
over what He had created, He 
saw that many things could hurt 
our people, that many obstacles 
stood in our way. So He sent us 
four Protectors, four Beings like 
angels who watch over us and 
help us when we need it. Often 
it happens that we find our- 
selves in dangerous situations. 
Then, somehow, we get out of it 
and it was only a close call. 
That’s because the four Protec- 
tors are still watching over us 
and helping us. And for that we 
are very grateful. So we put our 
minds together as one and we 
thank the four Protectors for 
doing their duty. And let our 
minds be that way.. . .” 

Well, Little Crow, I also call 
on youl It is time, Son, to tell the 
world what you know.. .about 
nature and about God. So when 
will you tell us what you know 
and who you ARE? These people 
had better listen for they have 
got to learn. Man has got to find 
TRUTH in even the simple 
things. A MAN has come up 
with such a song and dance as 
to ‘walk around a rock clock- 
wise, then counterclockwise- 
to handle a “time shift”. This 
one mocks the very sacred rev- 
crence of our original people in 
their nonsense and foolish- 
nes4-insulting the very evolu- 

who “hear the call” and ‘heed ERS” WITHOUT EGO NEEDS. I 
the ‘claimed to be desired prayer DO NOT CARE WHAT ‘EX- 
responseA) to respond in action CUSES” ARE GOING TO BE 
immediately with a place and MADE OR REASON SEEM- . 

for success-in INGLY VALID. YOU WILL NOT 
%~~~~pi on Sunday, August HAVE EXCUSES WHEN THE 
16th, 1992. Facilities for over- DEATH KNELLSTRIKESFORIT 
night will be premium and our WILL BE TOO LATE. YOU ARE 
people CANNOT get involved- EITHER WITH GOD OR 
they are already literally being AGAINST HIM. PONDER IT- 
‘shot at and any coming here BUT DO SO VERY, VERY 
will bear full responsibility for QUICKLY FOR YOU ARE OUT 
everything regarding selves from OF TIME! SALU. 
food to rooms. Bakersfield is THIS IS NOT A POLITICAL 
less than an hour away, Mojave RALLY. THISA GATHERING 
20 minutes, Lancaster/ OF CITIZENS AND PARTICI- 
Palmdale about equidistant to PANTS TO SAVE THIS NATION. 
Bakersfield. I don’t care what I will reprint some informa- 
you do or where you stay-you tion from Be’s own speeches 
ASK FOR HELP AND TO BE and highlight the ones who 
SHOWN THE WAY-THIS IS MUST be contacted. 
THE WAY GOD ANSWERS 
PRAYERS AND YOU HAD BEST GRIT2 ON POWs 
NOT BE MISSING IT. IS IT NOT ._ 
TIME YOU FIND GUT THE QUOTE: 
TRUTH ABOUT GOD AS WELL American Prisoners of 
AS THE TRUTH ABOUT YOUR War are being deserted and left 
NATION AND SO-CALLED (SIC, to die alone in the hands of our 
SIC1 LEADERS? enemies. National Security 

Ifthisjobgetsdoneandthose Agency supervisor, Jerq 
blessed men are brought Mooney and linguist Tend 
home-will it not be worth the MM&~ have said so; Army _ - - - 
exercise? Put your actions Security Agency Sergeant 

attend other needs. I await your where your loud, complaining Burtrr A. To22 testified before 
summons. Those things which mouths are located-UP FRONT the Kerry Senate POW Commit- 
pain so greatly, are sent unto AT ALL COSTS (AS YOU CLAIM tee that while detailed to the 
m-you will release them for YOUR INTENTTO BE) and ACT! White House he passed infor- 
they are not your burden-I If you gather enough speakers mation on living POWs to the 
accept them for they ARE mine. and doers into one camp-it President; Colonel MiZZa+d 
Hatonn to clear. will far surpass any ‘wall? Peck, resigned in disgust as 

T2X.UfH 
across anything, including ‘on 

= -ON water”. 
chief of the Pentagon’s Defense 

I take your offer of Intelligence Agency’s (DIA) POW 
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Office citing the Administration 
as a major part of the problem; 
General Euge-ne Tighe, DIA 
Director has testified that POWs 
were left, satellite photos show 
POWs in captivity. A U.S. Sen- 
ate POW report dated Thurs- 
day, 23 May 199 1 verifies POWs; 
even Boris Yeltsin says, ‘No 
more lies!” Yes, Americans were 
held by the Russians after World 
War II, Korea and Southeast 
Asia. Now former Conmws- 
man BiLhr E?hdon has been 
fired because integrity was more 
important than his job. It is 
long past time that we knock off 
the ‘Bushlip” and reveal the 
truth about what happened to 
those who put on a uniform and 
went where they were sent to 
do. This is what bureaucrats 
are fearful of being exposed. 

AdmiruZJerrw 0. Tuttle 
told me in his DIA office that he 
had personally briefed the presi- 
dent on the existence of U.S. 
POWs in Communist Asia. Res- 
cue raids were planned-then 
aborted. Intelligence Support 
Activity chief, Jerrrr g@, told 
me: *We have been ordered to 
put Operation Grand Eagle 
(POW rescue) back on the shelf 
as if it never existed. There are 
still too many bureaucrats here 
in Washington that don’t want 
to see POWs come home alive.” 
[H: IT IS NOW UP TO YOU TO 
MAKE SURE IT IS BETTER TO 
BRING THESE MEN HOME 
ALIVETHANANYTHINGELSE 
THEY CAN DO. IF THEY KILL 
THESE MEN THE CRY 
SHOULD BE TOTAL DEVAS- 
TATION TO THE NATION IN 
POINT BEARING THE PRIS- 
ONERS AND WHO SUBSE- 
QUEKTLY KILL THEM. YOU 
CAN EITHER CONTINUE TO 
TOLERATE THIS “BLACK- 
OUT” OR BAND TOGETHER 
AND STOP ITI IT IS UP TO 
YOU BUT IF YOU NEVER GET 
THESEPATRIOTSTOGETHER 
AND CONTINUE TO HAVE 
LITTLE RALLIES FOR CAN- 
DIDATES-YOU WILL NOT 
WIN THIS WAR!] 

Senator John Kerry seized 
and de&roved evidence [and 
that is the man in charge of 
these so-called u hearings- 
going on right this minute.] 
collected by Hindon and other 
Committee staff members. He 
justified this Nixon-North strat- 
egywith the comment that if the 

information would have gone 
public, it could have caused the 
Nation to collapse. p: Is not 
your nation in collapse NOW- 
BECAUSE OF THESE 
THINGS?] North sought to 
deny a covert operation! Who 
are we keeping the secrets 
from? Certainly not the Rus- 
sians! National Security is a 
synonym today for %over- 
up”. The secrets are being 
kept FROM THE AMERICAN 
PEOPLE. 

l 

l l l ’ “* l mL ‘Christian” votes. Thealterna- 

I would remind the high and 
mighty office holders in Wash- 
ington (District of Criminals) 
that it was ‘WE THE PEOPLE” 
who created government. They 
work FOR usl As a presidential 
candidate, I will sign a contract 
to insure that every person guilty 
of the POW cover-up is exposed 
and prosecuted to the maxi- 
mum limits of the law-with no 
Ford-type pardons! There is no 
statute of limitations on mur- 
der or continuing fraud. I in- 
tend to unveil the Kennedy kill- 
ers and reveal why CIA Director 
Gates said he could not release 
the JFK files since it might af- 
fect the powers of the presi- 
dency. It is time the American 
people learned the truth. It is 
time the press stopped vilifying 
those who have risked life and 
limb to rescue our POWs and 
focus instead on the cover-up. 

oeen involvea m iriegar narcor- 
its as a means of funding covert 
operations not approved of by 
the U.S. Congress. The return 
of POWs would focus attention 
on people like Richard 
Arm&age who was responsible 
for their return as Assistant 
Secretary of Defense. H. Ross 
Perot and General Khun Sa 
(head of the Golden Triangle) 
have both accused Arm&age of 
conduct unbecoming! 

Kerry should be required to 
release ALL information on liv- 
ing POWs! The Executive 
Branch should be required to 
release all information they 
have. Sources that might be 
endangered can be blackened 
out, but details of Americans 
from World War I through the 
Gulf War would be de-classi- 
fied. We obviously aren’t keep- 
inganything from the Russians, 
only the American people. As 
president, I will do this and 
more. If there is one American 
alive anywhere in the world that 
is wrongfully being held, we will 
have a full accounting and bring 
them home-don’t read my 
lips-read my CONTRACT. 

END OF QUOTING 

Snake Dance 

Look first at Subic Bay and 
Clark AFB. We are out of the 
Philippines as of this month. 
The Navy’s floating docks are 
being towed to Cam Rahn Bav, 
Vietnam1 Mobil Oil and even H. 
ROSS PEROT have contracts 
that can’t come to fruition until 
the POW issue is buried. Read 
in the Senate Report where 
Russia wanted $6 BILLION in 
1945 for the release of 25,000 

8/ 12/92 #3 HATONN 

Are we having any fun yet? 
If not, then you aren’t paying 
attention! 

WATCH THE MOVING BALL 

Watch it! See what is taking 
shape in the political halls. Note 
that Perot was, just yesterday, 
so insulted and abused as to 
take out any real possibility of 

U.S. POWs. Even USA TODAY placing him in the position of 
veti@ that 20,000 POWs were V.P. More important, he 
taken to the gulags. Now the wouldn’t even consider ‘a par- 
price is $24 BILLION. Despite don” for the culprits. So, it 
Yeltsin’s admissions, Bush’s looks like set-up for alternative 
envoy spends one week in Mos- two is working: 
cow and makes the pronounce- Baker will be pulled on 
ment, “There are no American Thursday under the pretext of 
POWs alive that are being held taking over campaign head. 
against their will.” Eagleburger will be placed in 

The reason POWs aren’t the slot of Sec. of State. 
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home and won’t come home is Kemp is seen this day at the 

tive two of a Baker/Kemp ticket 
at Rep. Convention is in full 
swing. This allows Bush grace- 
ful exit to higher cause, insures 
a pardon and, as Clinton is 
pulled apart the expectation, of 
course, is a winning ticket of 
Baker/ Kemp. 

Theymaywellhavetochange 
these details, also, because of 
this writing but they are run- 
ning out of alternatives because 
the ease of pulling off Executive 
Order takeover is not falling into 
place as easily as Bush had 
expected. You will note that 
Saddam ‘ain’t even in the news 
today”. That is both good and 
bad-good because perhaps 
things arc quiet-bad because 
things may well be ready to 
blow apart-surprise is the best 
tactic every time. Do not go to 
sleep. 

Today’s Watch 
8/13/92 #l HATONN 

PEROT AND GRIT2 

Number one is PEROT. He is 
making sure he can have place 
to MOVE BACK INTO THE 
PRESIDENTIAL RACE. THE 
ONLY PROBLEM WITH ROSS 
PEROT IS THAT HE CANNOT 
CHANGE THIS NATION USING 
THE TYPE OF INSTRUCTIONS 
HE IS ESTABLISHING-IT CAN- 
NOTBEDONEACCORDINGTO 
THAT WHICH HE OFFERS. 

The second major thrust of 
the Perot ‘higher manipulation 
factors and puppet masters” 
was to MAKE DAMN SURE 
GRIT2 DID NOT GET NOTICED. 
GRIT2 IS NOW IN A POSITION 
TO BE HEARD AND SOON, 
THERE WILL BE NO WAY TO 
HIDE HIM IN ACTUALITY-I 
WILL SEE TO THAT. However, 
Perot is also now going to be 
USED to ensnare Bush into 
stepping down. That will make 
‘Pardon” a sure thing because 
Baker would be put aboard. 
Clinton has also been given or- 
ders from his puppet masters, 
The Committee of 300 and 
Bilderbergs-TO PARDON 

because of economics, politics, Southern Christian Leadership BUSH FIRSI’ MOVE-TO KEEP 
and cover-up. We as Amex+ Conference-with no less, FROMREVEALINGANYOFTHE 
cans, not ‘the, government, Dellums. This means nothing ELITE BASTARDS AND 
must bring them home. Execu- other than he is being placed in WHORES-AND WE KNOW 
tive Branch bureaucrats have the position ofbringingin Black WHO THE BIGGEST PRACTI- 
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TIdNERS OF THESE ARTS 
‘ARE”. SO BE IT. 

POW HEARINGS 

If you watched that sorry 
excuse for foxes picking feath- 
ers (yours) out of each other’s 
teeth yesterday and ever so gen- 
tly plucking Perot’s, in that so- 
called “hearing”-then your 
belly is sick this morning. 

When all is said and done- 
what in the world was your 
Government doing getting a 
nice, Texas businessman in- 
volved in such clandestine re- 
covery or intrigue with any, even 
the most remote, Constitutional 
basis? 

How many of you enjoyed 
Armitage’s blatherings and put- 
upon rantings and self-pitiful 
‘pleadings for truth”? I can 
assure you, he doesn’twant even 
the most tiny speck of truth to 
be mentioned. When it comes 
out, and hence the reason for 
‘burying” Grits, that he was 
‘in charge”’ of the Golden Tri- 
angle U.S. Elite drug machine, 
it ywon’t look so good!” 

I will tell you this much- 
Perot ‘thinks” he is patriot 
enough to cover for these bas- 
tards to hold continuity of Gov- 
ernment in the U.S. and in his 
Svisdom” he will continue to do 
a lot of covering in order to 
‘start fresh” and let dead dogs 
lay. He is already making those 
kinds of announcements, 
chelas-LISTEN!! 

“Let’s just not mention the 
killings of the POWslet’s JUST 
SAY that a . . ..you killed them, 
now, show us the graves so we 
can account for our beloved 
men.” And, ‘...let’s put aside 
these threats and quibblings 
and ‘how it looks’ and get our 
men home and/or accounted 
for.” Intentions may be GOOD 
but results will be more cover- 
up, more irresponsibility, more 
Boondoggle,.more lies and the 
Constitution will be surely LOST 
BEYOND ANY KIND OFRECOV- 
ERY. Intentions may be of high- 
est calibethese kinds of ac- 
tionswill be the doom and death 
of America asa nation. 

FREE TRADE 
STEAMROLLER .. 

The North American Free 
Trade program is IN. Call it how 

you wish-it is done. The facts 
are that it has beefi operative 
for years. But, now it is formal- The Heavy Load 
ized, hidden by secret agree- 
ments, a coalition formed in 
TOP-SECRET NATIONAL SECU- Of A Dav’s Work 
RITY documents and agree- 
ments, treaties and an&id- 
ments-AND YOU DON’T 
(WON’T) HAVE ANYTHING TO 
SAY ABOUT IT. 

J 
8/ 13/92 12 HATONN 

PERSONAL THOUGHTS 

fx it? Indeed? Will more “lying” 
fur it? Will abandonment of com- 
mitted task fm it? For whom? 
What of those OTHERgrandsons, 
gmndmothers, grandfathers, lost 
and misplaced parents and chil- 
dren? Will your chocolate cook- 
ies fix it, Dharma? Will a vodka- 
tonic fur it? How about a sniff of 
cocaine? Perhaps a little roll in 
the hay will fur it? NOT EVEN 

BUT,Myprom- GODWILLFIXITl 
iseisthisYOUDOYOURWORK 
WITHIN THE COMMITMENT TO 
GOD-AND IT WILL BE FIXED!! 
WILL NOT GMNG TRUTH AND 
DIRECTION UNTO THE MULTI- 
TUDESFIXMORETHANCHOCO- 
LATE COOKIES FORTHE ONE- 
WHICH WOULD NOT HELP AT 
ANY RATE? 

As we sit with tears Ilowing 
NAZI HOLOCAUST AGAIN down the face of the scribe, I am 

caused to STOP and remind you 
The ‘Nazi Holocaust” is onesoftheWAY. Whathappened 

again TOP, TOP-NEWS. I find it particularly? Nothing. Another 
interesting, and shall probably nasty barrage in a large paper 
speak on the matter-that the ftied with hate and ridicule, a few 
Jews denounce ones who take attempts to take out the dwell- 
exception to the NUMBERS in- ing-by laser blast. A gathering 
volved in counting-as REVI- of thousands to attend the orga- 
SIONISTS! IF YOU HAVE HIS- nizingandsharinginwork-load- 
TORY AND SO M EO NE a typical day, in other words. Not 
CHANGES IT TO SUIT SELVES, just for Dhm butforallofthe 
THEN, ONES COME ALONG t earn-wherever YOU are. But, 
AND DEMAND THAT IT BE when the tough get going into 
AGAIN CONSIDERED AS TO positive progress, the rough get 
FACT-WHO IS THE “REVI- busy to destroy, tear down and 
SIONIST”? CAN YOU SEE pull YOU away from your task. 
‘HOW CLEVER” THE TRICK- Dharma has one child need- 
ERY? IT IS EXACTLY THE SAME ing hospitalization resulting from 
AS SAYING YOU ARE ANTI- this very kind of deliberate at- 
SEMITIC. IT SOUNDS BAD, IS tack-set up through agents to 
TOTALLY IMPOSSIBLE IN deliberatelydestroythemindand 
FACT-BUT THE ADVERSARY function of THAT ONE. What 
ALWAYS PRESENTS FROM does a MOTHER do? How can it 
OPPOSITE ATTACK POINT- come within two days of such 
THE MORE RIDICULOUS, THE demanding service unto God and 
MORE ATTUNED YOU ONES Nation? There is NO POINT, 
ARE FOR THE RECEMNG OF CHEIAS,INHI’lTINGYOUWHEN 
THE LIE INSTEAD OFTHE FACT IT’S CONVENIENT. 
INPOINT. IFYOUARETRAINED Then, the grandson (the first) 
AND TOLD WHAT TO THINK, and the child of the damaged 
THEN GIVEN THE ITEM UPON Mother, comes to confront the 
WHICH TO THINK-YOU WILL problem. The Grandson, who 
RESPOND EXACTLY AS PRO- just yesterday sat on Grandma’s 
GRAMMEWEVERY TIME. 

But, man’s CAPABILITY OF 
THOUGHT in REASON is not 
gone-only suppressed and 
buried. IF HE CAN AGAIN &- 
TUALLY HEAR AND RECEIVE 
REASON IN WISDOM-HE IS 
ALSO CAPABLE OF UNDOING 
THE ‘SPELL” AS QUICKLY AS 
IT WAS CAST UPON HIM. 

I suggest that we get on with 
the ‘spell busting” Just call us 
the “Ghost” BUSTING CREW. 
And while we’re at it-LET’S 
HAVE A BIT OF JOY, GLORY 
AND FUN. “THEY” HAVE HAD 
PLENTY AT OUR EXPENSE. I 
FEELTHATTHE LEAST WE CAN 
DO IS OFFER BACK THAT 
WHICHTHEY HAVE SO RICHLY 
AND FREELY GIVEN UNTO US. 
SO BE IT. 

knee, looked out at the sky on the 
way to scamp-out (less than two- 
years of age) and asked for the 
‘pretty moon ball”. Today, with- 
out warning, he is 15, a birthday 
at hand, eight more grandchil- 
drenaddedtothelistandanother 
ontheway,andthereisnoEorthly 
way to make heads or tails of it. 
How can you ease “his” pain? 
How can you live with your own? 
Whexehavetheyearsgone?What 
could1 havedonedifferently? God, 
L can’t stand it! Anyone out 
there&-DOES THIS SOUND IN 
ANY WAY FAMILIAR? How about 
‘GOD SHOW ME THE 
WAYl”???(??) 

Could another chocolate 
cookie fix it? Could another little 
camping excursion fix it? Will 
turning away from task at hand 

Do you have so little faith in 
your own children and grandchil- 
dren that you would think them 
incapable of seeing the overall 
#greater” gift and have respect 
,and reverence for the effort? 

Ah but you say to me, ‘....but 
I would rather hide in your service 
and face nothing of otherl Is that 
not guilt by decision? Am1 simply 
‘copping out’because I would ‘xe- 
ally rather do what I am doing 
than the things of the moment? 
I ask again, readers-SOUND 
FAMILIAR? Is it SELFISH? Is it 
somehow irrurna OR selfish to 
prefer to spend your moments of 
experience in REASON, escaped 
briefly into Truth and KNOWING 
that there is a higher and BET- 
TER way? Would it not be more 
insane to wallow in the drivel of 
circumstance, weeping and wail- 
ingabout’somebodydonesome- 
body wrong” and blindly go to 
slaughter-and allow your chil- 
dren and grandchildren to re- 
mainattheTOPofthe%laughter 
order list?? 

Yes, I know a ‘grandmother’s 
cookie” can fix a lot of things in a 
hurting child-but what is the 
healing agent-IS II’ NOT LOVE, 
UNDERSTANDING AND UN- 
QUALIFIED CARING AND AC- 
CEPTANCE? IS IT THE 
COOKlE??(??) HOW LONG CAN 
YOU HIDE THE FACI’S OF THE 
NATION, WORLD AND CNILIZA- 
TION BEHIND A CHOCOLATE 
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CHIP CGOKIE? DO YOU THINK 
GOD HAS LESS PAIN IN YOUR 
PAIN AND WOULD NOT PREFER 
TO GIVE YOU A CHOCOLATE 
COOKIE TO “FIX IT”? GOD IS 
NOT THE ONE WHO GIVES YOU 
FAIRY TALES AND LIES TO 

To hide the problems just a bit 
longer, let us say the child has 

SOOTHE THE PHYSICAL- CON- 

diabetes-is not that cookie ca- 
pable of actually KILLING THE 

SCIOUSNESS OR PHYSICAL IN- 

CHILD? Lies kill. Refusal to face 

JURY-HE WILL, HOWEVER, 

truth-KILLS. If ones cannot get 
truth-are they less ‘DEAD”? IF 
YOU DO NOT DO YOUR JOB- 

HEAL YOUR SOUL AND NEVER 

HOW MANY DO YOU “KILL”? 
IGNORANCE IS NOTBLISS! IG- 

LEAVE YOU-ElTHER WAY. 

NORANCE KILLS-AND RE- 
FUSAL TO LEARN IS TOTAL 
SUICIDING TO THE SOUL. If 
Truth be allowed to flow from 
the willing hands of the truth- 
bringers-then ignorance can 
be eliminated. Refusal to learn 
Truth is the responsibility of 
the receivers and that is not 
your business. GOD IS 
PRESENT EITHER WAY and 
EACH being is a part (as large 
and important a part as any 
other-for each is unique as 
created by God-the WHOLE 
MUST HAVE & PARTS. IF 
YOU BURY YOUR PART AND 
TURN AWAY-UNTO THE 
COOKIES AND VENEER OF 
VARNISH OR “FROSTING” ON 
THE COOKIETO HIDETHE DE- 
FECTS IN THE COOKIE IT- 
SELF-WHAT HAVEYE DONE? 
Have you served God, Man, 
Self--or actually NONE other 
than the Adversary? 

These are most important 
points to think on, chelas. I 
know that the way is hard in the 
‘staying”. I know that the test- 
ing is hard and unending-but 
thus is the journey itself. You 
will be amazed to learn that 
when you relinquish, no matter 
how hard or what is shouted 
back to hurt from ones who 
have to shoulder responsibility 
you do not take upon self to 
relieve them-THEY GROW. 
THEY GROW IN LOVE AND RE- 
SPECT FOR HAVING TAKEN 
THE RESPONSIBILITY AND 
GIVEN SERVICE UNTO THAT 
OTHER-AND NOT HAVING TO 
FEEL GUILTY FOR ONCE 
AGAIN DUMPING THEIR MEA- 

SURE UPON YOUR ALREADY 
BURDENED SHOU.LDERS. 
Mommies and Daddies cannot 
*FIX IT” as a being grows- 
EACH MUST FIX FOR SELF. If 
given tough and unbending 

If you think you hold a cor- 
ner of some kind on the market 

LOVE and support through that 

of problems and pain-think 

love-the individual CAN FIX 

again. There is glory, joy, pain 
and expectation in full measure 

SELF! NEITHER CHOCOLATE 

given forth to all in equal quanti- 
ties. YOU decide which mea- 

NOR BLOOD-SMEARED GAR- 

sure you shall hog, horde or 
release. I suggest you get ,pri- 

MENTS WILL DO A THING. 

orities in order, TRUTH under 
your belt, LOVE as your shield 

THINK UPON IT. 

and expectation-GOD AS 
YOUR FOCUS THROUGH NA- 
TION UNDER GOD, RETRIEVE 
LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR 
AAANDGETOFFYOURSELF- 
PITY DUFFS. YOU ARENT GO- 
ING TO FIND THOSE CHOCO- 
LATE COOKIES ‘UP THERE” 
SOMEWHERE-OR, “DOWN 
THERE” SOMEWHERE ELSE. 
IF YOU WORK IT RIGHT YOU 
WILL SEE THAT GOD IS 
THERE-AND YOU WONT 
NEED THE CONFOUNDED 
COOKIES. SO BE IT. 

Dharma, let us take a little 
break so we can get a bit 
refocused as to task. Life is 
certainly what gets in the way 
as you make other plans! Let us 
move on, precious ones, re- 
newed, refueled and recreated 
so that we can make sure GOD 
WINS! 

?a?0 SHOULD 

INCORPORATEP 

Clwporade Advisor Corporation 
2533 N. bon St, Suite 645 

Carson City, NV 89706 
(702) 885-9638 

ask for Cort Christie 
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Transition Tim,e 
7/6/92 SANANDA 

Greetings precious little 
dove, Dru. I AM Sananda. I was 
known as Jesus the Christed 
Oneand have been labeled many 
things in many cultures. I AM 
the one who walked your place, 
Earth Shari,, some 2000 years 
past in your counting. I am not 
yet upon your place, although I 
travel with the HOSTSof God in 
preparation for transition/ 
graduation ‘time” upon your 
place. 

As promised, I went to pre- 
pare a place for each of God’s 
children, meaning those who 
CHOOSE to live the Laws of 
Creator Source and Creation in 
intent and behavior. There is 
not one religion, race, creed or 
culture CHOSEN, in mass, 
above any other, for only the 
individual may decide his/her 
own placement by understand- 
ing and living within the Laws. 

For those of you who partake 
of this information for the first 
time, I suggest you please read 
the JOURNAL, PHOENIX 
OPERATOR/OWNER MANUAL, 
wherein We of God’s Hosts have 
outlaid those Laws for you in 
descriptive detail that each may 
be REMINDED of that which 
each of you is birthed knowing. 
Many of you have simply ‘for- 
gotten” those Laws through 
your human experiences. I will 
tell you here and now that you 
MUST be in the remembering 
for the final hour is nearing and 
choices of action and behavior 
must be examined and adjust- 
ments made accordingly to 
‘pass” these final ‘exams” of 
graduation into the higher 
lighted places of God, Our One 
Creator Source. 

We of the Hosts of God have 
given forth now over fifty-five 
JOURNALS, daily logs of Earth 
events past and present, in less 
than three years. These JOUR- 
NALS, presented primarily by 
my beloved brother Commander 
Hatonn, when studied carefully, 
will explain to you your circum- 
stances and how evil has infil- 
trated and nearly destroyed you 
ones and this beloved planet. 1 
suggest you carefully read the 
catalog of JOURNALS and then 

get as many as you can afford 
that you may learn and KNOW 
the Truth. If you choose to 
remain in ignorance about the 
corruption of government, ecol- 
ogy, science, medicine and etc., 
you will be absolutely power- 
less to change anything about 
either yourself in Ego limits, or 
your world. Once you become 
informed, then you are just be- 
ginning to ‘do your part” for 
God that He may then encour- 
age awakening to personal mis- 
sion and service in behalf of ALL 
in Lighted Brotherhood. 

And best of all, for it is not all a 
hopeless and doom and gloom 
as many perceive in simple ig- 
norance and self-fear, we have 
given you the TRUTH about your 
(and Our) spiritual divinity and 
your relationship with the Fa- 
ther/ Mother Creator Source. 
There are now some EIGHTEEN 
JOURNALS dedicated to the 
subjects of spirituality, the hu- 
man experience in relationship 
to God, who and what evil and 
the adversary is and where from 
it has come, how to recognize 
ego delusion and change self 
through knowledge, the begin- 
nings of your spiritual awaken- 
ings, where you are and where 
you are going, the true science 
of Creation, etc. Many, many 
subjects are covered in detail by 
ones such as Germain, Lord 
Michael, Tesla, Hatonn, the 
Master Cohans and myself, 
Sananda. 

Study these JOURNALS and 
soon the light will flicker inside 
you and every question you have 
had will begin to be answered 
logically and to your satisfac- 
tion as your mind/spirit awak- 
ens to your Divine Spiritual Con- 
nection. And then, of course, 
more questionswill come to you 
and YOU will need do YOUR 
homework and study and Com- 
mune with the Great Spirit 
within to find the answers in 
Truth and the verification that, 
indeed, that which we have 
brought you in some 14,000 
pages of JOURNALS and LB- 
ERATORSisTruth and with this 
and diligent work, in study and 
service, you will have the tools 
YOU need to attain your gradu- 
ation diploma. So be it. 
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For those.of you most pre- 
cious and blessed readers who 
already know us, thank you for 
your patience and indulgence 
as We must repeat instructions 
which you have heard or read 
about before. Some ones are 
just beginning to wipe the sleep 
from very tired eyes, and we 
must give instruction and ex- 
planation that ‘neti ones are 
not simply lost in confusion and 
misunderstanding. Each ofyou, 
precious, precious chelas (stu- 
dents) are so very blessed in- 
deed. It is not by accident that 
you partake of this LIBERAmR 
or JOURNAL, for it may be these 
very transmissions from Com- 
mander Hatonn and myself 
which awaken YOU unto the 
beginning of true REALITY and 
LIFE into Knowledge. 

The road to Knowing is not 
easy and you each will be 
TESTED constantly. Know that 
you will never be given MORE 
than that which you can handle. 
God allows you to do that which 
you will with the Free Will given 
you. You will stand naked be- 
fore selfand Creator and JUDGE 
self as you do even now in this 
life stream. The Law of Cause 
and Effect wiII allow you oppor- 
tunity to bring balance back to 
your thoughts and behaviors, 
because whether you remem- 
ber or know or not, you will‘reap 
that which you sow, ALWAYS. 
Call it the checks and balances 
of Creation. 

There is no way to defy God 
or Creation for the Laws are 
absolute and God is WITHIN 
you. If you be a drunk in the 

feeling inside like, “How can I 
repay you, friend; for you took 
my hand in my hour of need and 
desperation and lifted me into 
the light that I felt freedom and 
security.” Therecomesa’time” 
wherein the one in need must 
intend to regive his gifts and be 
self-preserved or that one will 
destroy self by his own greed 
and self-centeredness. Do not 
allow these ones to pull YOU 
down, for that is how they are 
used by the adversary to pull 
you precious ones from God’s 
service! Again it is the Law. 
God is JUST, although in hu- 
man perception, He may not 
‘seem’ fair. 

These are lessons, chelas. 
These are tests for your discem- 
ment and you are doing well, 
very well indeed. You are recog- 
nizing that you no longer have 
the ‘time” to attend ones who 
only care about selves and at- 
tempt manipulation ofyou to do 
what THEY must do for selves. 
Release these ones for theirs is 
a bitter road of unfulilllment 
and restless nights. It will be- 
come easier to recognize your 
human adversaries. Bless them, 
for the tests they offer you are 
invaluable to you for your mis- 
sion. I am most pleased with 
Dru’s progress in discerning the 
enemy. Now she is simply try- 
ing to find a friend or two! You 
have MANY friends, chelas, you 
just haven’t remembered each 
other yet, and you are becoming 
much more careful and that is 
necessary. And remember, each 
one of YOU may call ME. I AM 
Sananda, your spiritual leader, 

gutter, that is where YOU have in Oneness with Our One Cre- 
taken God. If you give of self to ator Source inKnowledge. Take 
another, have you not honored my hand when you are lonely. 
God and the other? If you give Take My hand when you are 
and give to ones and they do not sad. Take My hand when you 

mom and ask God how you can 
serve Him this day? Or do you 
think only of self each day and 
what you want to fulfill your 
altered Ego needs? Ponder these 
things carefully, chelas. Who is 
FIRST in your life? Are you 
sure? So be it. Thank you, Dru, 
for sitting with Me this day. Be 
at peace, precious, we are with 
you in those shadows. Hold 
strong! Not one hair on your 
head will be touched by our 
adversaries. They only play with 
your “mind” if you allow it. We 
will tend you. Know this! With 
great love, I release you to the 
day. Walk in peace with one 
another. I AM Sananda. I serve 
God of Light within Creation. 
Sdil. 

GRIm, cont’dfrompage 1 
You had your young men 

line up to be sent again to Saudi 
Arabia and they had to have 
their innoculations. They also 
innoculated them with a mi- 
cro-computer chip where they 
can be programmed. 

We asked ones from the other 
religious groups to come and 
briefly speak in behalf of their 
groups and I would welcome 
any one of them to come for- 
ward right now and say a few 

This is all very, very far 
fetched, isn’t it? Well, I think, 
maybe, you have someone to 
meet the need this day, who has 
come out here because you are 
The People and it is going to be 
up to us if this nation is turned 
around, we will do it. God will 
help us. We will do it and you 
must look around you at the 
youngsters, your children and 
your grandchildren, they have 
no prayer of freedom if we don’t 
do something and we’re all but 
too late. 

give in return and even despise 
you for giving, who has dishon- 
ored God? 

Do you know when to re- 
lease ones who simply covet and 
take and demand more of Y OU? 
Why would you cast pearls to 
swine when the swine are rec- 
ognized as same? And I do not 
speak against beloved swine, 
only symbolically am I speak- 
ing, please. You feel used? Why 
would you allow this? It is 
painful to give in intent to serve 
and assist a brother who is in 
need only to have that one de- 
mand more from you instead of 

are joyful and together we will words, either in rebuttal-but 
walkthrough the valleysof shad- Judge Brent said that he didn’t 
ows and confusion with our find anyone who would repre- 
heads held high in knowledge sent the Jewish-community for 
that GOD walkswith us to guide you. The ones who declined in 
and protect us EVERY step of the Christian church didn’t be- 
the way. lieve they had anybody that 

Thank you for your atten- would want to fill in. We do 
tion, My precious chelas. It is have someone from the Catho- 
an honor to serve you and Our lit church who is retired but 
Creator and I AM returning soon has a great deal of work to do 
to bring YOU home with Me to here in thiscommunityand this 
God’s higher places which we community is special. Thiscom- 
have prepared. Do you honor munity is the heart of this globe. 
God in your thoughts and be- Now, I know that sounds 
haviors toward each other and pretty far-out and maybe that’s 
toward self? Do you wake in the why THELIBERATORgets such 
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a bad reputation. But this is an 
important place and today is a 
very, very strong day in the lan- 
guage of the Native Americans 
and Aboriginal People all over 
this globe. This is New Year’s 
Eve to them. Tomorrow you 
start year six into this next cycle 
that will either be the ending of 
this world as you know it or the 
beginning of the Time of Radi- 
ance. 

I prefer the latter, but 
oftentimes, when we go through 
what we have gone through this 
week, you wonder why would 
you bother and you look to 
heaven and you say, ‘God, why 
do you bother with us? 

This nation was birthed,- 
“One nation under God, indi- 
visible.. .” Mind you, I’m not 
offending anybody. I didn’t say 
“under Jesus”. I said “under 
God”, which is according to the 
Christ following, the Christ 
teachings, and when That 
Gentleman said, ‘Except 
through me, shall ye come in,” 
He knew what He was talking 
about. The Commandments 
were given to us. This nation 
was chosen as a special place 
for us and all the way along 
there have been patriots. And 
in defense of THE LlBERAToR, 
I’m going to say that one of our 
very favorite authors, who 
shares with us, is George Wash- 
ington. That’s how ‘bigoted” 
we really are and how non-pa- 
triotic we really are. We would 
chose someone, obviously, who 
was biased. The question is, 
‘Biased toward what?” 

that amendment number thir- 
teen was totally removed and 

Before the ratification of the 

another fills its place. The thir- 

Constitution of the United States 

teenth you will fmd interesting. 
It says that “There shall be no 

of America, which eventually 

titled people, no royalty, in the 
high places of the judicial sys- 

set forth by its amendments, 

tem or in the government.’ That 
means all lawyers (Esquires) are 

the first ten, that is-1 should 

serving illegally and unlawfully 
and unconstitutionally. But 

interrupt right here to tell you 

you’re not going to find that, are 
you? EXCEPT IN THE PATRIOT 
MOVEMENT. 

(APPLAUSE) 
Thank you. You need your 

confirmation because I’m just 
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:Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS and Audio Books- 
EFFECTIVEIMMEDIATELYTHE 
FOIlx)WING JOURNALS MAY 
ONLY BE PURCHASED FROM: 

Tehachapi Distributing, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 1911, Suite 122 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
(805) 822-954s 

******* 

(#ttLt; pzGgT 

by Sananda, Hatonn, Ashtar, 
Tesla & Russell 
$10.00...150 pp 

ISBN: O-922356-04-1 

The deceptive origins of this man- 
produced disease are revealed, includ- 
ing the link with cattle and sheep vi- 
ruses. The sobering introduction of 
AIDS as a means for population reduc- 
tion by the World Health Organization 
through the Smallpox Vaccination pro- 
gram is exposed, as well as involve- 
ment by the Public Health Service 
through a Hepatitis B study on home- 
sexual men in New York, Los Angeles, 
and San Francisco. Learn of the unique 
mutating ability of this virus and why 
there is no such thing as “safe sex”. 
Viruses are crystalhne structures, and 
therefore, may be destroyed through 
the use of electromagnetic sound and 
light frequencies. The cuttingedge 
research of Strecker, Rife, Priors, 
Russell, Crane, Cathie, and Tesla are 
all explored in this profound and trou- 
bling work. Become informed by the 
story behind the story you are being 
told. 

PLEIADESCONNEXTIONSIZRIES 

The following series of Journals (or 
audiobook sets) are called ‘CThe Pie- 
iades Connection” series because a 
goodly number of Earth humans axx 
from the lineage of ones from Pieia- 
des. 

(#22) PLEIADJZS CONNECTION 
Vol. I 

by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
$10.00...165pp 

ISBN: 0-922356-31-9...12/90 
or Audiogb(7 tapes) 

. 

What are the origins of human? What 
is man’s purpose on earth? In this 
compelling and profound JOURNAL 
the direct link with the star system 
Pleiades is given. Covering a vast 
range of topics, a number of important 
issues are explored, including: The 
basic differences between the religious 
beliefs of Christianity and the spiritual 
“Christ” way of life * The advantages ~ .-, 

of Dome housing * Pleiadian cosmo 
nauts * The “Golden” Age * The 
purpose of planetary cycles * Rules 
governing Pleiadian Contacts * The 
Ancients/Native people and theii con- 
nection to Pleiades. 

(#31) GOD SAID: 
LET THERE BE LIGHT 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. II 

by Hatonn & Gemin 
$10.00...223pp 

ISBN: @92235&42-4...6/91 
or Audi&g&(8 tapes) 

. 

The nature of God and Creation is 
LIGHT. This JOURNAL offers a 
comprehensive understanding of our 
very nature, where we came from and 
ultimately return to, and how to create 
balance. Among the vast array of 
concepts which are presented: Expan- 
sion and Compression equals life/death 
cycles * The true meaning of sensation, 
consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness, 
“thinking”, Imagination and Inspira- 
tion * Illusion and Reality * How to 
KNOW God * The Voidance Principle 
* Two-Way Universe * Polarity * The 
principle, law and- symbol of Love * 
Wave fields * Cubes, Spheres, and 
Spirals in Nature. 

(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE 
ONE 

Pieiades Co~ection 
Vol. III 

by Hatonn & Germain 
$10.00...238pp 

ISBN: &922356-46-7. ..6/91 
or Audiogb(9 tapes) 

. 

Master Germain details the nature of 
God/Creator and how He Creates. The 
various explanations include: the True 
Nature of electricity, gravitation, mag- 
netism * heat and cold * The undivided 
light, the divided light * cubes/spheres 
* centering * the power of Desire * 
simulated idea and energy * duality of 
electric effect * the nature of matter * 
theOneidea (love) of Creation. Germain 
also explains the. misconceptions of 
science about energy and matter * The 
Mother/Father light is defined. 

(#33) MURDER BY ATOMIC 
SUICIDE 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. Iv 

by Germain & HatOM 
$10.00...148pp 

ISBN: O-922356-47~5...7/91 
or Audi\b;k(S tapes) 

. 

Germain presents the details of what 
radiating atoms are, why certain atoms 

and minerals are to be left in their 
natural state and the consequences of 
violating Nature’s laws and processes. 
We are warned about the danger and 
seriousness of atomic energy and the 
resulting nuclear contaminau.on to the 
survival of all life on this planet. 

(#34) PHONE HO&E, ET 
Pi-ides Connection 

Vol. v 
by Hatonn & Gemin 

$15.00...190pp 
Includes Two Audio Tapes 
ISBN: O-922356-48-3. ..8/91 

or Audiogk(7 tapes) 
. 

Germain stresses the importance of 
communion (meditation) with God and 
gives excellent “how to” instructions to 
accomplish successful communication 
with God. There are two instructive 
audio tapes to assist in relaxation, clear- 
ing your space and relinquishing your 
ego-consciousness to receive inspira- 
tion, knowledge and guidance from 
God. 

(#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT 

Pleiades Connection 
Vol. VI 

by Hatonn/Aton & Germain 
$10.00...239pp 

ISBN: @922356-50-5.. .8/91 
or Audio&o&(6 tapes) 

. 

God will work wizh ou, 
Within these pages, x 

not@ you. 
nd the wisdom of 

this truth. Germain, inhisusual distinct 
style, clearly explains and defines: 
Higher Knowledge * Cause and Effect 
* the Mystery of Gravity *the Spiritual 
basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhythmic 
Balanced Interchange in nature * the 
Birth of Chamcter and Righteousness * 
Cosmic Consciousness * How Equal- 
Opposite pairs achieve unity * Univer- 
sal Rhythm * why the Laws of God 
bring Balance * the Paralyzing role of 
Fear * the Nature of Free Will. 

(tY36.l HUMAN, THE SCIENCE 
OFMAN 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. VII 

by Germain & Hatonn/Aton 
$lO.oo...l%pp 

ISBN: O-92235651-3.. .8/91 
or Audioltyk(6 tapes) 

. 

The very nature of God and the struc- 
tureoftheUniverseareexamined. The 
vast range of topics in this JOURNAL 
include: Reincarnation, cycling and 
Immortality * Interworkings between 
the Divided and the Undivided Uni- 
verse * God creates one basic form * the 

Light Wave Principle * Desire based 
upon Knowledge * Why Action/Reac- 
tion are equal, opposite and simulta- 
neous * What is Motion? * What is 
Time? * the principles of Manifestation 
* the Voidance principle * Senses vs 
Knowing * Soul-will vs. Egewill * 
Radiation and Generation * more on 
Cause and Effect * Perfection of God’s 
Law * and the Purpose of Creation. 

(#37) SCIENCE.otF THE COS- 

Pieiades Connection 
Vol. VIII 

by Hatonn/Aton & Germain 
$10.00...197pp 

ISBN: O-922356-52-1.. .9/91 
or AudiollFh(5 tapes) 

. 

Germain presents more of the working 
details of the Cosmos, Universe and 
what God is and how the cycles of 
perceived death and life actually func- 
tion. Also: How to Know God * 
Manifestation of Love in Character * 
God’s Purposeful Intent for Man * the 
tragedy of Modem Science * the Prin- 
ciples of Heat and Cold, water and fire 
* the Seven New Laws of Thermody- 
namics * thespiral Principle * Nature’s 
sex principle * the Nature of Light * 
Transmutation of matter * Purpose of 
tld! Cube in Nature * more on Expan- 
sion and Compression. 

ORDERING INFQRMATION 
No Credit cards, 

Billing, or COD Orders 

Shipping charges for individual JOUR- 
NALS are $3.75 1st title for UPS ship- 

ing, 
E 

$0.75 each additional title; or 
2.50 Boohte 1st title, $1.00 each 

additional. 

10% pricediscounton4ormoreJOUR- 
NALS when not ordering complete sets 
(same shipping rates as above). 

Pleiades Connection Series* (8): 
shipped UPS = $78.25 
shipped Bookrate = $81.75 

Pleiades Connection Series* (8) + 
AIDS: 
shipped UPS = $87.75 
shipped Bookrate = $91.25 

*(prices on sets inch& 15% dis- 
count) 

PLEIADES AUDIO-BOOKS 
PleiadesConnectionSetof8 = $194.50 
includes shipping (and 15 96 discount); 
individual audiobooks .= $3.75 1st title 
for UPS shipping, $0.75 each addi- 
tional title; or $2.50 Bookrate 1st title, 
$1.00 each additional title. 
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one voice, and sometimes it 
seems in the absolute wilder- PHOENm JOURNALS LIST 
ness. - 

But at the time when it was THESE WORKS ARE A SE- 
time to ratify the Constitution RIES CALLED THE PHOENIX 
of the United States, there came JOUmfiS By ENTITIES FROM 

forth some patriots and they 
called their paper The Fedeml- 

HIGHER REALMS TO ASSIST 

ist. Itwas the onlyway that they 
HUMANKIND IN UNDERSTAND- 

could get the word to the people 
ING HOW TO MOVE THROUGH 

of the importance of what they THE ‘TIMES OF TRIBULA- 

were about to do and then later TION” THAT ARE UPON US. 

at the time of the Civil War and JOURNALS ARE $10 EACH. 

it was time to work to abolish 
slavery, you had another one l* slpAPu ODYSSEY 
and it was c&led The L&e&or 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 

and they finally murdered that NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
publisher. SANANDA 

There are .many, many and 3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
they cannot be heard. There is REMOVED 
an absolute blackout of all me- 4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
dia. I would wager you, until DISASTER 
you got here, the only time in 5. FRGM HERE TG ARMAGED- 
the last months you would have DGN 
heard ‘Bo” Gritz’ rX!Ime is by a 6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
sheer fluke or someone dis- FEETFROM HELL 
counting him in the POW hear- 
ings. I think we’ve come a long, 

7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 

sad way. 
9 . sATAN,S DRUMMERS 

When we started looking for 10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 

a place where we might have 11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 

Commander Gritz speak, guess 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 

what? Nobody would allow us PHGENIX 
in the parks, public parks. That 1% SKELEXXJS IN THE 
was barred. So we thought CLOSET 
since he is flying in, we’ll go to 14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
Larry and Jane Barrett at the PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
glider port and they were ex- THE PHOENIX 
cited and they even started to 15. RAPE OF THE CONSITDJ- 
get refreshments. But by the TION 
next morning they had to de- 16. YOU CAN smy THE 
cline-NASA had sent out the DRAGON 
word that “If you have Bo Gritz 17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
at your aiwrtp you have no I8 BLooD AND ASHES 
further contract with NASA.” ’ 

Now, you ones who work at 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 

Edwards AFB know full well of 20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 

what I speak.-- There are under- 2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 

ground facilities forty levels UNIVERSE 
down under the ground nearby 23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
here under China Lake. There 24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
are tunnel facilities that will ENTH SEAL 
float a submarine all the way 25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
into ad under San Bernardino. 26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
Right over here at Northrop, THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 
everybody in this community ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
on any good Clear evening Can 27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
watch the discs, the flying sau- OWNER MANUAL 
cers, launched right Out Of 28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 

Nortm-0~. You% got problems- 
As a nation, you’re on the 

29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 

ragged edge of losing it. 
30. MATTER ANTI-MATTER 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 

@&or’s note: We will continue with 
39. THE.TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

thefill text of Colonel Gritz’speech in 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 

the next issue of THE PHOENIXLIB- 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 

ERATOR It’s a &r&y0 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

PLANET ZIONISM m RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 
VOL. I 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DMNE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I 86 II (BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES III 86 IV 
(BOOK) $lS.QO 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES V 86 VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4.PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XIII & XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX 5,PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

FOR IlUFORlKATIOI CONTACT: 
America West Publishers, 

a .Nevada corporation 
P.O. Box 2208 

Carson City, Nevada, 87702 
1-300-7394131 

or 
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 

l-800-800-5565 

..: 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is 
published by THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERATOR, Inc., 2810 W. Charleston 
Blvd. Suite G6723 Las Vegas, NV 
89102. 
Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone 
to l-800-800-5565. Subscriptionrates 
are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 
(Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/ 
Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or 52 &sues 
for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); 
$110 (Foreign). 

Ouantitv Subscriptions; $97.50 for25 

copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 

100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 

PRESS are $1.50each. Quantity back 
issue prices are as follows: 1 - 10 copies 

$1.50; 11-50 copies $15.00; 51-100 

copies $25.00. Shipping included, 
postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 
tional shipping charges. 

Copyright Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENH 
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of tbis 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encouraged, as long as the con- 
tent and integrity is not altered. For com- 
mercial purposes, reproduction is strictly 
forbidden until permission is granted in 
writing from THE PHOENIX WBERA- 
TOR, Inc. 

- iUa.rh Twain 
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